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PREFACE 

I am beginning to write this book in honour of my Rabb, my devta, Heavenly father and the anchor 

of my life, our dearest GURUJI. 

This book ‘Mahima of my Guruji’ is my sincere and honest effort to share my Satsangs (blessed 

experiences) with the readers to inspire them for ‘Total surrender’, to spread positivity and above 

all my heartfelt gratitude ‘ANANTAM SHUKRANA’ to our Pyare Guruji. All glory goes to Him. 

I thank my sister Manju Bhatia endlessly for giving me the greatest gift of life and connecting me 

to Guruji. My everlasting love to my mother for supporting me in this wonderful spiritual journey. 

Sharing any Satsang is always a pleasure as it gives an opportunity to ‘Shukrana Guruji’, share 

blessings with others and relive those moments of blessings and His grace. Guruji encouraged 

His devotees to share their experiences (called Satsang) as it may help someone. HE said that 

those who share Satsangs and those who listen to Satsangs are both blessed. 

I have gained great strength and always felt positive by listening to and reading Satsangs of 

sangats from all over the world. I sincerely hope that all of you are blessed by Guruji by reading 

these Satsangs and even beyond that. I hope that Guruji provides you with the answers you 

need, through these Satsangs. I also hope that our global Guruparivar and sangat community 

grows by reading such Satsangs. I apologise to Guruji and everyone for any mistakes for trust 

me that they are unintentional. 

Shukrana to Guruji for blessing me with this book, my heartfelt gratitude to Joy, Alka and 

Sunandan uncle for becoming important zaria, Dimple Rupani, and Aarti Kapur for inspiration 

(through their books), Neeti Chopra for her encouragement, Leela Sriram for reading the first 

book and her valuable contribution, Pawan and Arushi for their unflagging support, and the entire 

UK’s West Midlands Guruparivar for being so loving. 

Last but not the least my deepest gratitude to my brother Sunil Arora for working his magic 

with the book and without whom, this book would have never taken shape, 

In all humility, before I begin, I would like to say that words can never be enough to 

express Guruji's grace, His Mahima and the love He has for His disciples. 



 

 

 

 

  

 
 
 

To Beloved GuruJi, 

Dear Father, Sole Creator, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Suraj bhi tu, chanda bhi tu, meri en aankhon ka taara hai tu; 

Gulab bhi tu, mor bhi tu, is jag me sabse pyara hai tu. 
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A BLESSED DIARY  

(His hukum to compile my Satsangs) 

How I got Guruji’s aagya for this book, is itself a Satsang and in my opinion there cannot be a 

better Satsang than this to start this book. 

Guruji called me in July 2018 when I had gone to Delhi from Birmingham, UK where I live. On 

my very first visit to Bade Mandir, I felt Guruji’s presence and found my queries being answered. 

I realized soon enough that every day is a Satsang when you are in His refuge and had 

innumerable experiences of His grace. Often, I felt the need to compile them in a diary, but I was 

not sure if Guruji wanted me to pen them down or narrate them during our frequent 

weekly/monthly Satsangs in the UK. In March 2019, I petitioned Guruji, saying that if He blessed 

me with a diary, I would consider that He had indicated He wanted me to compile my Satsangs. 

That prayer got a 

wonderful response. I had 

a vacation planned in mid-

September to Dubai and 

India and I got in touch 

with the Dubai sangat 

since I wanted to 

participate in as many 

Satsangs as I could there. 

I came to know that there 

was a trio of Satsangs for 

the duration of my visit 

and happily confirmed my 

attendance. The Dubai 

devotees wanted me to 

share my Satsangs and 

that made me jot down 

key points as an aid to 

memory. I also reminded 

Guruji, as I sat before His 

Swaroop, that my wish for 

a diary was still unfulfilled and that I really wanted to write down my Satsangs-if He consented. 

In the evening, I attended a Satsang where a lady devotee, Joy Aunty told the gathering how she 

had felt impelled to buy a diary for me at Guruji’s behest. Guruji even told her to decorate it for 

Madhu, that is me, and title it ‘Mahima of my Guruji’. I was spellbound when I heard her because 

it was between me and Guruji.  
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This was a clear signal that Guruji wanted me to start writing down my Satsangs. It seems more 

than that as Joy Aunty was saying that Guruji wants me to write it in the form of a book titled 

’Mahima of my Guruji’. 

 

 SHUKRANA GURUJI                
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MY FIRST VISIT TO BADE MANDIR 

 

In July 2018, I noticed a positive (behavioural and temperamental) change in my elder sister 

Manju who is so dear to me. When she told me that her great ‘Guruji’ was the reason behind her 

transformation, I first laughed it off saying, “How come an educated lady like you had fallen for 

some Guru. Who is this Guruji?” She told me and rather politely warned me not to make fun of 

her beloved Guruji. That made me curious to know more about Guruji. I was told that Guruji is no 

longer in His physical form and there is a temple ‘Bade Mandir’ in Delhi which is a heaven on 

Earth and Guruji’s presence is felt there. 

Just about a week later, I had to book tickets for our annual vacation to India. While talking to my 

sister about my vacation, I told her that I would like to go to Bade Mandir too. She told me about 

Guruji’s birthday celebration on 7th July in Bade Mandir. I then told her that I might as well visit 

Bade Mandir on 7th July. She advised me to make my first visit on a normal day to be able to 

feel the divine aura as on 7th July, it would be quite crowded in Bade Mandir and few sections 

might be closed for public. This inspired me to book my travel to India for 1st week of July so 

that I could make my first visit to Bade Mandir on 5th July followed by another one on Guruji’s 

birthday. It was all Guruji’s calling. 

I arrived Delhi on 2nd July (Monday) and went to meet Manju Aunty (my sister) in Noida on 4th 

July. I was pleasantly surprised to see the glow on her face and more so when she told me that 
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she was no longer using any face cream. I was told that it was all Guruji’s grace seen on her face 

in the form of glow. She further told me that all her physical ailments are gone and Guruji first 

heals you of your physical illness, then emotional followed by financial. Financial worries are last 

to be resolved. It is like Tan-Man and then Dhan. Her flawless face and that amazing grace on 

her face further encouraged me to try Guruji. She told me all good things (rather blessings) about 

Guruji and gave me a broach Swaroop of Guruji. Honestly, I did not feel anything (no connection 

at the first instance) and I was quite neutral. But I was still sure to visit Bade Mandir the next day.  

 

I was fortunate to be able to visit Bade Mandir on 5th July with my brother in law Naveen Taneja, 

who, I came to know, is also a follower and sewadaar of Guruji (May Guruji bless him immensely). 

I was impressed with the discipline, peace, and beauty of the Mandir.  
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When I was inside the Mandir waiting for ‘Chai Prasad’, all kinds of thoughts were going on, in 

my mind. Main thought was “Guruji, I am told by both Manju Aunty and Naveen uncle that you 

answer to devotees’ queries, you talk to them, you are present in the Mandir and it has to be 1-

1 connection between Guruji and the devotee. So, please show me that you are here, and you 

are listening to me. Please show me your presence”. To my surprise, I saw a stranger lady 

suddenly giving me a very affectionate look with a sweet smile. She silently gave Guruji’s locket 

Swaroop in my hand and closed my fist. I was taken aback that Guruji indeed showed me His 

presence. I had tears in my eyes and was so touched and blessed. It felt magical. It felt like Guruji 

had accepted me. 

Guruji took me in His refuge that day, which was like a beginning of new life for me. 5th July 

would remain as the best day of my life when I came under His refuge. There has been no looking 

back since then. 

SHUKRANA GURUJI                
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VISIONS AND EXPERIENCES (ON THE FIRST NIGHT)  

AFTER MY FIRST VISIT TO BADE MANDIR 

I was very happy upon receiving 

Guruji’s blessing in the form of locket 

Swaroop from a  stranger on my first 

visit to Bade Mandir. I returned to 

home and in the night when I was 

about to sleep, I started having severe 

headache. It was terribly bad and so 

bad that I couldnot sleep at all that 

night.  

I kept thinking that I had visited Guruji 

(Bade Mandir) that day and same night 

I was in terrible pain. That time, I was 

least aware of Guruji’s ways of healing 

His sangat. I thought that next morning 

itself I would get the MRI done, just in 

case Guruji was making me aware of 

some health problem which needed 

immediate attention.   

On the same night, when I was 

struggling to sleep due to severe 

headache, I saw formation of a temple 

from the light of electric mosquito 

repellant. It was very very clear and I 

even showed that to my husband. I looked at that once, twice, thrice and every time I saw, I 

could only see a nice bright small temple but I couldn’t make out why was I seeing that. That 

temple looked exactly like the picture shown here (this is from inside Bade Mandir). 

When I woke up next morning, my headache was gone, and I never had it again. Earlier I used 

to often have headache (due to fatigue or thyroid issue or whatever). I am sure that Guruji blessed 

me and got me rid of some bigger health issue. 

SHUKRANA GURUJI                
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GURUJI BLESSED MY DAUGHTER FOR HER EXAMS 

I had gone to Guruji with 3 wishes/ardaas in my mind (Sorry Guruji, I did not know that time about 

‘mango nahin, manno’).  

My first ardaas was to get my facial skin pigmentation/acne cured. My face (for the last 7-8 years) 

had developed skin pigmentation/freckles/acne scars either due to hormonal imbalances or due 

to harsh summers in Dubai. I had tried countless creams and medicines but to no avail. Lately till 

the day I visited Bade Mandir, I was using Hydroquinone based face cream which was a skin 

bleaching cream and only helped by temporarily lightening /hiding areas of darkened skin. 

I got a copper lotta blessed and followed Guruji’s hukum (fill it with water, keep it overnight in 

front of Guruji’s Swaroop, drink 3/4th of it early morning as soon as you get up and take bath with 

the remining 1/4th of the blessed water). I have been using it since then and will continue to till 

my last breath as it has cured my skin pigmentation. My face is clean and my new friends in UK 

who had not seen me earlier in Dubai, can’t believe that I ever had any dark spots/acne on my 

face. Shukrana Guruji. 

My second ardaas was for my daughter who was a very intelligent and bright student in her 

school till grade 10 but suddenly she seemed to have lost her confidence and concentration. For 

the last 3-4 years, she had been studying but not scoring good marks. As a result, she had 

developed exam fear and used to remain a bit depressed. I prayed to Guruji to cure her of her 

exam fear and bless her with confidence and wisdom.  

She had finished her first- year exams when we went to Bade Mandir. Her Mathematics exam 

performance was pathetic as she had fever that day, so she had applied for permission to 

reappear on grounds of ‘Extenuating Circumstances (EC)’. Thus, she was to reappear for her 

Maths exam when we came back to the UK (after visiting Bade Mandir and after coming under 

Guruji’s refuge). 

She felt more confident when she came back and started attending Satsangs. Just 5-6 days 

before her Maths exam, we had gone to a Satsang and were given rose flowers from Guruji’s 

darbar. I had kept those flowers on her study table without any intention. 2 days before her exam, 

on Sunday, she came rushing to me saying “Mumma, did you keep sindoor on my study table?” 

I told her “No, I do not use sindoor except on Karwachauth (i.e. once a year). Why would I keep 

that on her study table?” I went to check myself and was stunned to see dense powder looking 

like sindoor or tilak. It was exactly under the dried rose flowers (which we had got from Guruji’s 

Satsang few days ago). We thought it might have come from the dried rose flowers, but it was 

difficult to believe. 

Later that evening, we had another Satsang where we went. At the end of the Satsang, my 

daughter Arushi told everything to an old sangat Uma Aunty and we asked her opinion on that 
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red powder. She immediately asked if Arushi had any upcoming exam. We told her that indeed 

her Maths exam was due. She then told “bus phir, Guruji aaye cee aur bless kar gayein hain isko 

exam ke liye”. We were very happy to hear that and in fact Arushi’s confidence grew with that. 

Sure enough, she went with great confidence and fared very well in her exam. Unexpectedly she 

got 81% which is considered quite high a score in university. Not only in that exam but in her 

subsequent exams and assignments, Guruji blessed her immensely and is continuing to bless 

her.  

SHUKRANA GURUJI                
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DESIRE FOR GURUJI’S SMILING SWAROOP 

In the early days when I had just got associated with Guruji, I had a small locket Swaroop, His 

charan kamal Swaroop and His Orange T-shirt Swaroop (as shown below). So, in terms of His 

Swaroop, Orange T-shirt one was the only one I had which I used to worship, talk to, and try to 

connect with. But that Swaroop is such that Guruji looked scary to me because of the enlarged 

bald head and the way He seems to be staring (Sorry Guruji). I really used to get scared on looking 

at that Swaroop. 

One day I requested Guruji for His smiling Swaroop. Before leaving for the next Satsang, I re-

iterated my desire for His smiling Swaroop. I was hoping to get one that day, but I didn’t. Then 

next weekend came and while I was leaving for the Satsang, I again expressed my strong desire 

for His smiling Swaroop, really pleading this time ki please Guruji aaj to mujhe apna smiling 

Swaroop de dena. But when I didn’t get one, I was extremely disappointed. 

Upon reaching home, I cried in front of Guruji’s scary Swaroop saying, “aapsey koi bahut bade 

cheez to nahin maangee thee, ek smile waala Swaroop hi to maanga tha, who bhi nahin dey 

sakey”. I kept crying asking Why? Why? Why He could not give me just one smiling Swaroop? 

I kept looking at Him waiting for some answer, some hint, some clue but in vain. I sat with Him 

for about an hour and then gave up. I thought of going to bed. That time, it felt as if my inner 

voice or some voice in Punjabi (I am sure was Guruji’s) asked me, “Tenu kyun chahida hai mera 

smiling Swaroop”? I answered “kyunki mujhe iss Swaroop se dar lagta hai i.e. because I get 

scared of this Swaroop”. Then He asked “tey ki smiling Swaroop milna hi eko solution hai?” I 

was a bit surprised to hear that, but I went ahead preparing for sleep. I went to kitchen to check 

if all gas etc is off (the usual pre-sleep checks). Before finally going to my bed- room, I don’t know 

why but I thought of checking with Guruji for one last time just in case He had an answer for me. 

Then what I saw was mind blowing and the biggest ever blessing for me. I saw beautiful, clear, 

big      formed exactly around that area which used to scare me i.e. the first semicircle of      

started from His scary bald forehead, curved around His right eye. The second semicircle of      

started from His undereye around His cheek. His nose formed the third part /curve of     .  

It was such a divine sight and a huge blessing. I was ecstatic. Then my eyes were only on the 

     and nowhere else which meant that the same Swaroop which used to scare me had turned 

into a big blessing and a divine sight to behold. It no longer scared me as the      formation caught 

my attention and nothing else. I was very thankful to Guruji and kept sitting fearing that if I went 

to sleep, that might disappear.  After sitting there for long and enjoying the Om blessing, I was 

very sleepy and had to sleep. I requested to Guruji to please keep that blessing (      formation) 

even when I woke up. 
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Next morning, as soon as I woke up, I immediately went to check and was relieved to find the 

Om formation. I left for office, urging to Guruji to keep it there. I returned from office, checked 

and was glad to find it. The      blessing remained, and it still is there with Guruji’s grace after 

more than a year. 

Guruji made me realise that we, humans don’t know what and how to ask. He is right in telling 

us to “mango nahin, maano”. His timing, His plans, and ways of solving our problems/worries 

are the best and beyond our imagination. Like in my case, I, as a fool, was insisting for His smiling 

Swaroop thinking that’s the only solution of my fear (from that Swaroop) but Guruji amazingly 

turned the same Swaroop into a permanent blessing for me and has made that as my most 

favourite Swaroop for ever.  

The following week, I attended a Satsang where I received His smiling Swaroop as well.  

I learnt a very big lesson from this Satsang to trust Him for His plans are the best and His 

blessings (given as per His timing) are permanent and bigger than what we ask for. 

SHUKRANA GURUJI                
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GURUJI GUIDES ME TO A NEW JOB 

I had been working at a position that did not complement my experience. I shared my concern 

with Guruji, knowing that He was aware of my qualifications and experience and letting Him 

decide the matter. 

A few days later, a vacancy came up in our company through an internal email. It was a dream 

job, but I had not even completed 18 months in my current role as of year 2018, so I knew I was 

out of the reckoning. I took courage and spoke to my boss about my interest and how 

demotivated I felt in my current role. My boss, as anticipated, said that he couldn't let people 

vacate a role so early. 

The matter was still on my mind, and I told Guruji to stop teasing me. Then I thought of trying 

and talking to my boss again. However, I wanted Guruji to indicate that this was the correct 

course of action. I decided that if a colleague walked up to me and said I was good for that 

opportunity; I would go ahead. The next day, an Indian employee, (working in the department 

that had the vacancy), asked me if I had applied and I told him of what had transpired. He thought 

I was an ideal candidate and was sad that I had been turned down. We discussed the issue, and 

both agreed that there was no harm in me trying to convince my boss. 

Surprisingly, this time my supervisor was positive and supportive. Filling in the application was 

a task in itself. But it so happened that there was a systems outage, and I found the time to fill 

the form. I felt Guruji was guiding me. 

 

The next week, I was shortlisted along with less than 10 candidates. They all had the natural 

advantage of being British, being experienced for that function as well as skilled. I still advanced 

to the next level. The company emailed us on November 15, 2018, to prepare a 5-minute 

presentation on a topic we were passionate about. I immediately remonstrated before Guruji: 

"Naya presentation ka naatak," I told Him. I was not comfortable giving presentations, but 

instantly Guruji told me that the presentation was to favour me. I was relieved. I had to choose 

the topic and Guruji suggested one that was strong, apt for the position and which I was 

passionate about. I kept getting positivity from Guruji. 

My interview was fixed for November 23 for a competency-based discussion. I summed up the 

numerals of the interview date, which added up to seven (Guruji's number), and Nov 23 was 

also Gurpurab—I was overjoyed. I was now confident that Guruji was with me and I would get 

the job. 

 

However, I had not prepared for the interview till two days before it. When I reached home the 
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day before, I was too tired and sleepy. I asked Guruji for His help; then I set the alarm so that I 

could have an hour's nap. During that time, someone in a strong Punjabi accent asked me 

various questions and advised me on how to answer them. Though I slept soundly, the dream 

preparation was vivid. I still got up 40 minutes before the alarm went off, fresh as after a deep 

sleep. I still don't know how and in what manner I got His guidance. I just can't explain it. I 

found myself confident and prepared for the interview. 

That experience was a bliss because I was sleeping as well as being mock interviewed by the 

divine power, our Guruji. I was in that half sleep half- conscious state. I just cannot explain. After 

40 minutes, when I woke up, I was feeling so fresh as if had sound sleep and was glad that my 

interview preparation was done.  It was an out-of-the-world experience, after which my 

confidence was an all- time high. 

On November 22nd, an inner voice in Punjabi (I am sure it was Guruji) told me to learn the 

definition of IBP (Integrated Business Planning). I replied, saying this was not a technical 

interview, but the inner voice kept reminding me to learn the definition till I did. 

On the day of the interview, I dressed myself in a very professional attire, as per Guruji's wishes. 

I felt as if Guruji was inside me. During my interview hours in the UK, my husband was in Bade 

Mandir. This was very reassuring. A half hour before I was to be called in, I sang 

Guruji's Mahima before an Indian colleague. He had seen Guruji's Swaroop in my locket and 

inquired about Him. I felt confident and blessed. Yet Guruji kept reminding me to revise my IBP 

definition. Sure enough, when I was being interviewed, I was asked to define IBP. 

I felt as if a strong inner energy was driving me to shine during the interview. And, of course, I 

got the job with Guruji's grace. 

 

My heartfelt gratitude to our loving and most caring fatherly Guruji. I am forever thankful for His 

infinite blessings. I wish to keep doing selfless service, simran, and Satsang and give thanks to 

Him till I remain in existence. I felt as if some strong energy was withing me which was driving 

me to outshine in the interview. I got this job with Guruji’s grace. 

SHUKRANA GURUJI                
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GURUJI’S CONTINUOUS BLESSINGS IN  

MY PROFESSIONAL LIFE 

The job/position I secured in Nov 2018 was a very responsible role and a Senior position. 

Moreover, it involved frequent (at least every month) travel to our London office for very 

important meetings. I possess an introvert personality and dislike travelling or outdoor meetings. 

To make it more challenging, the employee who was earlier at this position could not hand over 

properly to me because of the limited time he had before joining his new role. It was as if a non-

swimmer was thrown in the pool. All these issues made me wonder if I would be able to do 

justice to the position. But there was a sense of relief in my mind that Guruji has got me this job 

so He would help me further too and make me succeed. 

I would now share how Guruji blessed me at various steps in this role. My appointment was 

announced in end Nov 2018 but as I knew that I would have to travel every month to London, so 

I was praying (to Guruji) to delay my joining in the new role.  Also, I knew that it would be difficult 

in winters to get up early and leave for London so wished if Guruji could delay my joining till Feb, 

which at that time, was next to impossible as I was required to take over at the soonest.  

In one of the moments when I was sharing my desire with Guruji, I heard Him saying “dekhlay 

agar joining delay hogayi teh navi (wadhi hoyi) salary wee der toh milegi”. To this I answered in 

my mind to Guruji “Oh no! Guruji, higher salary delay nahin honi chahiye, dekh lo loss na ho, aap 

hi dekh lo Guruji”. Guruji is jaani jaan and understood that I wanted to delay the joining and at the 

same time didn’t want to compromise financially.  

It so happened that appointment of my replacement took time. Meanwhile my new boss took 

his best guess and informed HR about my joining date as 1st Jan 2019, keeping me informed that 

he had to give some date, so he gave 1st Jan which practically looked difficult as interviews had 

not even started to fill my old role. I was glad when I got to join in Feb which was always my 

wish. But my higher salary was effective 1st Jan. Guruji took care and ensured that my joining 

was as per my wish without any financial loss. 

As I was continuing in my new role, it became clearer that it wasn’t an easy role and my 

decisions/workings were inputs to factories for the quantity of products to be produced. So, there 

was no way that I could go wrong as it could be detrimental. I continued to pray to Guruji to bless 

me. In one of the award meetings, I wondered if I would ever get an award in my new role. Very 

soon, my prayer was answered, and I got the monthly award. But this award was for my sincerity, 

hard work and persistent attitude because I stayed back to finish something for which the initial 

inputs came very late from HO. In other words, the award was for my attitude. I had won this 

award in less than 3 weeks, so I was happy and was thankful to Guruji.  
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Gradually, I realised that simply getting an award is not enough. I should perform well and then 

get the performance award. I was not yet confident in this role as it had many complications and 

as said earlier that handover to me was not proper so had to find my own ways. Guruji blessed 

me, my confidence grew every day and it didn’t take long for the ‘Performance award’ to come 

my way. The award letter which, when I read, took me no time to realise that it is Guruji who had 

got me that award and had made it so obvious to me that it was a very clear performance award. 

The name of the award was ‘SFE Award’. SFE is my Key Performance Indicator (KPI) so it was a 

performance award. Throughout the letter, the word performance was written and highlighted 

so many times that I was baffled. It seems Guruji was telling me “dekh lay, dekh lay, performance 

award hi hai”. 

Since the time Guruji has come into my life, He takes care of me to the minutest details.  

I am forever grateful to Guruji for taking me under His wing. 

SHUKRANA GURUJI                
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Guruji Ka Prabhav 

Mera Jeevan aisa badla, Guruji aapkay aanay say 

Charon taraf ujala, Guruji aapkay aanay say 

Mera Jeevan aisa badla, Guruji aapkay aanay say 

 

Kismat aisee chamkee, charnon mein aapkay aanay say 

Kripa Itnee aapkee, naap naa sakay paimanay say 

Mera Jeevan aisa badla, Guruji aapkay aanay say 

Charon taraf ujala, Guruji aapkay aanay say 

 

Kya sukun kya shanti, Satsang mein aapkay aanay se 

Kya khulley darshan hotey, aapka dhyan lagaanay se 

Mera Jeevan aisa badla, Guruji aapkay aanay say 

Charon taraf ujala, Guruji aapkay aanay say 

 

Is say badkar khushee nahin, aapka Satsang karaanay say 

Bhakti gehri hotee, aankhon mein aansu aanay say 

Mera Jeevan aisa badla, Guruji aapkay aanay say 

Charon taraf ujala, Guruji aapkay aanay say 

 

Din shuru khatam karun main, sewa Simran shukraney say 

Har pal rakhun main sang, Swaroop aapkay suhaney say 

Mera Jeevan aisa badla, Guruji aapkay aanay say 

Charon taraf ujala, Guruji aapkay aanay say 

 

Na chinta koi na gum, dukhon kay ab aanay say 

Jeevan safal hua mera, tujhmein rabb paaney say 

Mera Jeevan aisa badla, Guruji aapkay aanay say 

Charon taraf ujala, Guruji aapkay aanay say 

 
Composed by: Guruji’s sewadaar Madhu Madan 

                 (All the glory goes to Him)  
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AARTI KI THALI 

After my first visit to Bade Mandir and following my connection with Guruji in 2018, we moved 

to UK. Here I had a strong desire to meet His sangat. I started searching online and came across 

‘Global Parivar’ directory. I was delighted to get Sunandan uncle’s number and didn’t wait even 

for a minute to contact him. With Guruji’s grace, I was added to West Midlands Guruparivar 

(which is for Birmingham, Coventry & Wolverhampton sangat).  

Guruji started calling me to His Satsangs. I learnt about the whole Satsang format and the 

discipline involved. Guruji trained me by giving me sewa of various kinds. I used to look forward 

to His Satsangs, do sewa, Simran and meet sangat.  

Then came the time when Guruji blessed me with my dream job in a great company. I have even 

shared my Satsang explaining how Guruji prepared me for the interview and even by telepathy, 

told me about specific technical questions which weren’t expected in a non-technical interview. 

Sangats in our Guruparivar here were all aware of my job satsang. 

Soon, I developed the desire to host Satsang. I used to feel if I would ever be able to host a 

Satsang. My desire to host one grew but I lacked confidence. I didn’t have any of the Satsang 

material, which kept discouraging me. I was waiting for some sort of indication from Guruji to 

host a Satsang. 

On New Year Satsang at Sunandan uncle’s (Jan 1, 2019), a sangat Alka Aunty told me, “Madhu, 

you should do a Satsang at your home as Guruji has showered such a big (job) blessing on you”. 

I can’t thank her enough for saying those words to me. 

 I took that as Guruji’s indication I was awaiting. Upon return from that Satsang, I discussed with 

my husband that Guruji had given indication through Alka Aunty to host our first Satsang. At the 

same time, I expressed my hesitation that how would I hold our Satsang as I didn’t even have 

‘Aarti ki thali’.  

Next day while talking to my mother, I told her same that I didn’t even have ‘Aarti ki thali’. 3rd 

time I told the same thing about ‘Aarti ki thali’ to Sunandan uncle who came to our house on 19th 

Jan 2019. I told him that I had got Guruji’s indication through Alka Aunty to host Satsang and I 

really wanted to host one, but I didn’t even have ‘Aarti ki thali’. He eased me by saying that one 

doesn’t need a special thali for Aarti, and any normal thali could serve the purpose.  

Next day on 20th Jan, it was Joy Auntie’s Satsang organised at one of the community churches. 

At the end of the Satsang, I was speechless when suddenly she called me asking “Madhu di, 

can you please take this ‘Aarti ki thali’ to your home”? It was as if Guruji was saying “ley Aarti ki 
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thali jiskee itni rut lagaa rakhee hai aur kar Satsang 

apney ghar” (Take Aarti thali about which you have 

been making a big issue). I decided then itself to host 

Satsang at ours. 

I brought that ‘Aarti ki thali’ to my home (picture here) 

and even the Jyot was still burning when I entered 

my home. 

Soon enough, I firmed up the date with Guruji’s grace 

and was excited to make our Satsang invite. The day 

came when Guruji and His pyari sangat graced our 

house for our first Satsang. Before that, with Guruji’s 

meher, I had got Guruji’s Swaroop and maalas from 

Bade Mandir. Guruji gave me sewa of distributing 

those Swaroops to our sangat here. Getting blessings 

in the form of mala/locket/poster/car swaroop 

brought smiles to their faces. I felt blessed seeing 

them happy. 

It was a divine and a blessed Satsang. All the 

Satsangs are equally divine as Guruji comes in every 

Satsang. Getting appreciation from sangat was like a 

pat on my back from Guruji as I strongly believe in 

Guruji’s vachan that sangat wich Guruji basdey.  

I gained confidence and the very fact that I could hold a satsang, reiterated the fact that “Guruji 

makes everything possible for His sangat”. In my case, Guruji made our first Satsang possible 

through the first indication through Alka Aunty followed by blessing me with ‘Aarti ki thali’. 

SHUKRANA GURUJI                
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GURUJI SENT HIS BLESSING THROUGH  

BEAUTIFUL GANESHJI 

It was Sept 2018, Ganesh Utsav days. My husband’s Chairman and his wife were in the UK and 

wanted to visit us on a weekday of a busy week. I asked my husband if they could come on 

some other day, but it was out of question as he had been working for them and respects them 

a lot as his mentors/elders. He rather started advising me not to take tension and he would help 

me.  

I wanted to set our home right, prepare nice meal for them to be able to show them our best 

hospitality as they meant a lot to us. They have been more than his boss for us. But my hectic 

schedule that week at work did not give me enough time so a night before their scheduled visit, 

I, in front of Guruji’s Swaroop, was praying “Guruji kisi tarah sey unkaa aana tal jaye” (Guruji can 

their visit be cancelled?)” . Suddenly a Punjabi voice uttered “onanu aan dey, ho sagdaa hai oh 

terey wastey koi blessing laya rahein hon” (let them come, you never know that they might be 

getting you some blessing)” it was very clear.  

I realised that Guruji’s main teaching is ‘mango nahin, manno” and He keeps reminding us that 

we should not ask as we don’t know what and how to ask so we should leave it to Him. We 

should just tell Him our problems and leave the solution to Him. Guruji corrected me and didn’t 

let me ask for what should not be asked. I, then, prayed to Guruji “ it seems Guruji that you want 

them to come as you are indicating that they might be bringing us some blessing so fine let them 

come but please bless me so that I can serve them to my best capacity with full hospitality and 

please bless me that I should take it easy”. After my prayer, I felt a sea change in my mood, and 

I felt quite relieved and light. 

Next day, they visited us, and I was speechless to see 

Aunty (Chairman’s wife) getting a startlingly beautiful, 

big, and very divine Ganpati idol. I was amazed and knew 

what Guruji meant. She indeed got us blessing in the 

form of Ganesh ji and that too during Ganesh Utsav. What 

a blessing! I googled about ‘gifting Ganeshji’ and read 

that Ganesh idols are seashells with gems of happiness 

and prosperity packed inside. It is indeed very auspicious 

to receive Ganeshj idols as gift as they attract and 

generate positive energy.                 

We have been placing the Ganesh idol outside our main 

room (where we set Guruji’s darbar) whenever we do 
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Satsang at our home, exactly like in Bade Mandir, Ganeshji is outside. Sangats like the idol and 

always appreciate it.  

This Satsang once again teaches us that we should do ‘Total surrender’ to Guruji and ‘mango 

nahin, manno’ as we do not know what and how to ask. Guruji knows what’s the best for us and 

He can foresee the future which we cannot. 

SHUKRANA GURUJI                
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HOW GURUJI BLESSED ME ON KARWACHAUTH 

This is a beautiful Satsang of Karwachauth 2019. Few days before the Karwachauth I was thinking 

that it has been 2 years since 

I shifted to England. Each of 

the last 2 Karwachauth had 

been boring and quite a low-

key affair as I could not do the 

group puja, which I had 

adhered to for the last 20 

years. I prayed to Guruji that 

He make Karwachauth 2019 

fun-filled, blessed, and 

memorable. 

My prayers were swiftly and 

beautifully answered. A lady 

devotee whom I am very 

close to and consider my 

mom in the UK, Avinash Aunty 

gifted me a red purse with 

Guruji’s Swaroop in it. That 

purse matched the suit I 

intended to wear for the 

Karwachauth. Let’s be 

reminded that the highlight of 

Karwachauth is the evening 

ritual when fasting ladies 

decorate themselves fully in the brightest of the colours as this festival is about fasting for 

longevity of husbands, thus the festival emphasises on doing ‘Saat Sringhar’. 

Two days before the Karwachauth, I tried on a new suit that had been gifted by my sister-in-law. 

I found that the red dupatta that came with it was plain and that an alternative golden dupatta I 

had was nice but too heavy to carry. This golden dupatta had in fact been used to deck Guruji’s 

Swaroop in a Satsang. At a loss, I fell back on Guruji, wondering how He managed the heavy 

golden dupatta. 

A day before Karwachauth, sangat ‘Joy Aunty’ came to my house with a big Sargi Hamper with 

Guruji’s Swaroop on it. (as if to indicate sent by/Best compliments from Guruji). 
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I was so pleasantly surprised. I told Joy that the hamper was no needed; she pronounced that it 

was “Maikey ki sargi from Guruji”. I felt so blessed. If this was not enough, I found that it came 

with a dress in a bag. She pointed to that bag saying that’s something for you which you must 

wear tomorrow (on Karwachauth). It was a bright red, golden bordered dupatta, apt for my 

Karwachauth dress. I was so amazed; after all, Joy had not known the colour of my suit. Clearly, 

Guruji had made her get that for me.  
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On Karwachauth, I went along with three lady devotees to a 

parlour in Sparkhill (in the inner-city area of Birmingham) to get 

our Mehndi applied. While leaving home, I carried an applicator 

cone from Guruji’s sargi hamper and another one I had from 

India. It is hard to get a parking spot at Sparkhill, but that day 

we got it, just in front of Simi’s parlour (we were meant to go 

for Mehndi). My daughter Arushi was the first one to get 

Mehndi, and then it was the turn of devotee driving us back. 

When I sat for my Mehndi. I noticed that the colour of my 

Mehndi was different (unique red tone). I asked the beautician 

if the cone was different and it turned out she had used the 

cone which came with Guruji’s hamper. It was as if Guruji 

wanted me to use His cone for my Mehndi.                      

Later in the evening, my lady friends came over to my home 

for the group puja, followed by nice fun n games. My prayer was answered and my Karwachauth 

2019 was, for sure, full of fun, His blessings and a memorable one. 

Guruji made the occasion more celebratory than I had asked for. 

 

SHUKRANA GURUJI                 
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GURUJI CURED MY HUSBAND’S BACKACHE 

Guruji’s world and the life after coming in to Guruji's Fold is a bliss. For me, it is such a positive 

change, sense of contentment and a feeling of being protected by the God Himself. 

In the beginning, when I started attending Satsangs, I used to (& continue to) love every bit of it 

from getting sewa opportunity, meditation/Simran, meeting Guruparivar, having blessed 

langar/chai prasad, doing Mantra jaap, Aarti and sharing/ listening to Satsangs.   

My husband Pawan was not yet connected to Guruji. He and his family are followers of 

Radhaswami. I never wanted him to leave following Radhaswami, but I wanted him to come with 

me to Satsangs, feel the positive aura and get blessed. I started doing ardaas to Guruji to call 

him. Soon, Guruji heard my ardaas and called him not only to Satsangs but also to Bade Mandir. 

The first Satsang which he attended was at Sunandan uncle’s house. Next day, he left for a 

business trip to Dubai and India. In one of his business meetings in Dubai, his external auditor 

shared with him that his daughter was good at arts. My husband asked him what all she 

sketched. That auditor showed him only 2 arts/pictures of his daughter’s work. One was Rose 

flower and other was ‘Om’ sign that his daughter had sketched on her father’s arm (See below).  

  

It cann’t be a coincidence and that too one after the other. Among so many things that can be 

drawn by an artist, he happened to share these 2 only with Pawan. Both are epitome of Guruji.  

We were extremely surprised. Little did I know that Guruji was actually calling him.  
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Soon, Pawan was called to Bade Mandir. Although as per him, he was going to get Guruji’s 

Swaroop from sewadaar Praveen uncle upon my request, I was sure that it was Guruji who was 

actually pulling him and blessing him.  

He was suffering from Chronic back pain for many years. He had undergone Hernia operation 

still the pain had not subsided. It used to be very painful for him and was aggravating as he used 

to lift luggage in his business trips.  

On 18th Oct 2018, while entering Bade Mandir, his back pain started and got very severe. He 

somehow managed to get in and sit for langar prasad.  The pain got worse when he sat for langar 

prasad. He ate the prasad and left for his home in Gurgaon. He was in pain all night but next 

morning, when he got up, he felt so light and the pain had vanished for ever. He has never had 

that back ache again. Shukrana Guruji for healing him and making him grateful to you. 

Soon, Pawan started joining me for the Satsangs. Guruji continues to call him to Bade Mandir in 

his every visit to India. He is so much loved by the entire Guruparivar and the way he takes care 

of children in the Satsangs as sewa is commendable. No one can make out that he has been 

under Guruji’s refuge for just over a year. Shukrana Guruji for listening to my ardaas and fulfilling 

it so fast.  

SHUKRANA GURUJI                
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Guruji aur mera Pyar 

Merey Guruji aparampaar, tey kyun na karun main pyaar 

Bharde sabdee jholiyan, karte bedaa paar 

Mere Guruji palanhaar, te kyun na karun main pyaar 

 

Sab jagah se gayee main haar, ek ayuh sachha darbaar 

Mere Guruji da sajaya darbaar, main aawan baaram baar  

Mere Guruji palanhaar, te kyun na karun main pyaar 

 

Saade ang sang rehde Guruji, aar ya paar 

Satsang bulaake detey rehmatan beshumaar 

Mere Guruji aparampar, te kyun na karun main pyaar 

 

Darshan dediyo Guruji, sunlo meri Pukar 

Butterfly, rose ya peacock kisiwi roop aakar 

Aasaa leke aayee, main aayee tere dwaar 

Darshan dediyo Guruji, Shukrana karo sweekar 

Mere Guruji palanhaar, te kyun na karun main pyaar 

 

Composed by: Guruji’s sewadaar Madhu Madan 

                 (All the glory goes to Him) 
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GURUJI BRINGS WARMTH TO OUR HOME 

In March 2019, we noticed the heater in our drawing room wasn’t working. The room was cold 

and very uncomfortable. I told my husband (Pawan uncle) to complain to the property owner, but 

it didn’t help. The summer came and the issue waned. 

In September, my husband reminded the property owner and was assured of action. Nothing 

happened. I took the matters in hand and talked to the property in charge.  Technicians came and 

concluded that heater needed to be changed. Few days later when I followed up, I was told they 

are in process of getting quotations from various suppliers and would soon be ordering a new 

heater for us. A week passed and I again chased them. I was assured that an order had been 

placed for a new heater and it would be delivered within a couple of weeks. 

Winter was upon us now, but the heater did not materialize. I inquired with the property manager 

and was told technicians needed to visit my home again to measure the dimensions required for 

the installation and specifications of the heater. I wondered how the order for a new heater could 

have been placed without this information. Were they fooling around? 

I asked the technician to come on a day I would take off from work. But he didn’t come as the 

field calls took longer than expected. I was furious and brought the matter up again.  I was told 

to take a snapshot of the heater’s label so that they needn’t physically come to check its 

specifications. This charade kept up till November. 

One evening, after returning from work, I sat in the drawing room with my husband. It was biting 

cold and we were shivering. I was sitting in front of Guruji’s Swaroop and requested Him: “Guruji, 

heater kab theek karogey? Bahut thand lagtee hai.” (When will you get the heater repaired? It is 

very cold.) 

The next morning, the technician appeared and wanted to check the setup again. In a few 

minutes, he had repaired the heater. I was amazed. The heater was supposed to be replaced, so 

how did a technician come to our house to check on the old one again. We hadn’t even sent a 

reminder. Undoubtedly, it was our dear Guruji who could not bear to see His shivering, so blessed 

us by repairing our heater. Since then, our room has been perfectly cosy. 

Just goes to show how Guruji takes care of even our minor issues. 

Share your problems with Guruji, sitting in front of His Swaroop and He listens and resolves 

them. Love Guruji and He loves you and protects you like a father. 

SHUKRANA GURUJI                 
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JOINT PAIN VANISHES AFTER  

LANGAR PRASHAD AND SEWA 

Last July, my joints pained so hard that I could not even hold a knife in my hands. I nearly lost 

the ability to grip things. I searched the net and was distressed to know that this was most likely 

due to calcium deficiency and I should increase the consumption of green leafy vegetables and 

milk as well as milk products. My husband, in India at that time, came back with some medicines. 

My daughter insisted and took me for blood tests. Doctors asked me to get an X-ray done, a few 

more tests, and take a heavy dose of calcium for at least 8 weeks. 

I used to cry out of helplessness in front of Guruji’s Swaroop. While praying to Guruji, I never 

asked Him to cure the pain because I believe in “Mango nahin, maano; hamein mangna nahin 

aata.” (Don’t ask, obey; you don’t know what is correct to ask for). I asked Guruji to give me 

courage. I wanted to talk to devotees and asked Guruji to guide me to whom to talk to. In my 

mind’s ear, I heard in Punjabi: “WhatsApp khol, jo iswaqt online dikh raya hai, onde naal gal kar.” 

(Get on WhatsApp and talk to the sangat available. I found Shaila Aunty online and was glad that 

Guruji chose her to talk to me because she is considered a pillar of strength because of the way 

she fought cancer and came out strongly. I called her, chatted with her, and as expected got my 

dose of strength and courage from her. Guruji bless her immensely. 

A few days later, on 27th July, we attended a Satsang at Mohit uncle’s house in Wolverhampton. 

I was quite sure that Guruji would cure me. That morning, I felt much better.   Later in the evening 

when I went to the Satsang, I was amazed to get kheer and sarson ka saag in the langar prasad. 

The fact that I was getting what was medically required as a diet further strengthened my belief 

that Guruji would heal me completely during that Satsang. Sure enough, I was completely cured 

with the langar prasad. Since then, I have never had any pain in my joints. Imagine that I never 

took any medicine but got cured with His blessings as manifested through His langar prasad. 

Another thing I noticed recently was that since last year, I have been getting sewa of making 

rotis. Almost for every Satsang that we took part in, I had been getting this sewa, which (in our 

group), I had been getting roti sewa which, undoubtedly made me happy. However, I did wonder 

why I was getting one specific sewa. It so happens that though I try to knead enough flour for 

the rotis I always fell short of flour by a few chapattis. Every time I would end up kneading more 

flour. Recently, when I was kneading the flour a second time, a strong Punjabi voice said to me: 

“Eh karaa key mein tera joint pain theek kitaa hai’. (Guruji was saying that He had healed me of 

my joint pain via roti sewa. As I heard this voice, the shabad that was being played also was on 

the theme of sewa. The kirtani was emphasizing how sewa, whether big or small, is very 
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powerful and that there is always a specific reason behind the type of sewa we are given. These 

can’t be co-incidences, as Guruji Himself used to say. 

SHUKRANA GURUJI                
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Naye saal ki Pehlee Amritvela 

Naya saal hai, nayee subah hai, naya hai Amritvela 

Raho Guruji Ang sang mere, har pal har ek vela 

Naya saal hai, nayee subah hai, naya hai Amritvela 

 

Door karo man mayl, karo man mera saaf 

Purana saal beeta, puraani galtiyan maf 

Naya saal hai, nayee subah hai, naya hai Amritvela 

Raho Guruji ang sang mere, har pal har ek vela 

 

Lu har saans mein tera naam, shukrana har ek vela 

Baksh do saarey paap, jinko aapney jhela 

Naya saal hai, nayee subah hai, naya hai Amritvela 

Raho Guruji Ang sang mere, har pal har ek vela 

 

Har soch kaam vichar mein rahe aapki razaa 

Bhul kabhi ho jaye to, dena na saza 

Naya saal hai, nayee subah hai, naya hai Amritvela 

Raho Guruji Ang sang mere, har pal har ek vela 

 

Satsang yuhin aata rahun, bhaye naa ab koi mela 

Guruparivar sey jura rahun, na rahun kabhi akela 

Naya saal hai, nayee subah hai, naya hai Amritvela 

Raho Guruji Ang sang mere, har pal har ek vela 

 

Composed on 1st Jan 2020 (during Amritvela) by: Guruji’s 

sewadaar Madhu Madan 
(All the glory goes to Him) 
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GURUJI WITH ME IN SHOPPING-MY BEST SHOPPING 

One Sunday, I had to go for shopping for my office wear trouser. As usual, I was a bit lazy to go 

out. Also, I was in no mood to spend time in trying out many trousers before deciding to buy 1 

or 2. I am not a fast shopper. So, before leaving home for shopping, I whole-heartedly requested 

Guruji to bless me, accompany me for the shopping and help me buy very useful clothes without 

spending too much time. I literally told Guruji to be with me for the shopping and ensure that I 

buy what is really needed and that I should not repent later. 

We had thought of going to ‘X’ store to buy but Guruji took us to ‘Y’ store (A premium brand 

which I would normally not consider shopping from). While we were entering, I told my husband 

“Let’s go and just check. We might not actually buy from there”. When we entered, we saw a 

big sale (heavy discount), so we realised that Guruji rightly guided us to that store.  

Though I had gone to buy office wears, yet I ended up buying only 1office wear and 2 jeans. I 

had no intention to buy jeans as they could be worn on Fridays only (Friday used to be the ‘Dress 

down day’ for us). Later, I was repenting of buying 2 jeans. I started talking to Guruji in my mind 

“Guruji, why did you make me buy jeans, they would be used for Fridays only?”  

On Monday when I reached office and opened my inbox, I was gobsmacked to read the circular 

that then onwards every day would be Friday meaning employees could wear jeans throughout 

the week (informal dress policy). I was amazed at the way Guruji made me buy something which 

He knew is going to be very useful for me. I recollected that I had requested Guruji to accompany 

me, make me buy the useful stuff without overspending.  

Fast forward to April 2020, when I was in middle of compiling Satsangs for this book, one evening 

I suddenly remembered this jeans satsang’ and asked my uncle “Should I add it to the book?” 

He replied “No, it would be a bit awkward to read”. I told him that was a very sweet Satsang and 

I would really want to share that from the bottom of my heart. I also wanted to relive those 

shopping moments by writing that Satsang but as my uncle advised me not to, so I dropped the 

idea. Soon after, I picked my mobile to catch up with new messages. What caught my eyes was 

a Satsang by Dimple Aunty wherein she wrote “This platform is not for creating impressions and 

sounding wow in your English, so please I would suggest let loose and write as you would like 

to praise your Guru straight from the heart and that is all”. I was gobsmacked on reading that as 

if Guruji was guiding me to write the jeans Satsang which I wanted to write from the bottom of 

my heart.  

Our Guruji is so divine and His ways of guiding us are beyond imagination. With such Satsangs, 

my trust, my faith in Guruji has been growing stronger. 

SHUKRANA GURUJI                 
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GURUJI HEALS US WHILE WE DANCE FOR HIM 

In Nov 2019, I was thinking that 23rd Nov would mark 1 year of Guruji’s special blessing to me 

for my job (I have shared that satsang (Guruji guides me to a new job) elsewhere in this book). I 

was reliving the fond memories how I got that amazing, never forgettable blessing from Guruji 

on 23rd Nov 2018 which was also Gurpurab.  

Words feel less & less to thank Him for all that He did and continues to do. I kept asking Guruji 

in my heart” kya special karun aapke liye, aapko khush karne ke liye aur aapko Shukrana dene 

ke liye”? 

I wanted to have a Satsang on 23rd Nov so that among sangats I could offer my Shukrana to 

Guruji. He made it possible by showing dream to our Avinash Aunty, which she shared at Vidhu’s 

Amritvela satsang a week before. We all thought that the dream strongly conveyed Guruji’s 

message for her to host a satsang. Next available weekend was 23rd Nov (Sunday). She 

immediately got a thought that as she would be on her annual leave from 19-29th Nov (as if Guruji 

had pre-planned it), so she could easily plan and prepare for the satsang if she decided to host 

on 23rd. She made up her mind and Guruji blessed me with sewa of making invite for the satsang.   

On 22nd Nov 2019, a day before her Satsang, a thought came to my mind (must be Guruji’s 

indication) to do dance for Guruji. I remembered how Guruji used to make Sangat dance in front 

of Him so that He could scan their body (like X-ray) and cure them of any illness. So, I decided to 

make ‘Baari Barsi boliyan’ (or tappey) for every sangat so that when their name specific tappey 

would be sung, they could come and dance in front of Guruji. I was aware that few of our Sangats 

were going through health issues. What better way to get yourself healed/ cured from Guruji!  

Amazing part is that at the Amritvela time of 23rd Nov ( before Satsang in the evening), I again 

asked Guruji ki ‘aapney bataya nahin ki Kya special karoon aapke liye to offer you Shukrana’ and 

instant reply in Punjabi came “tun kartey raheen hain Eh baari barsi tappey, dance”. It was like 

Guruji endorsing it. Finally, we did the ‘Healing dance’ in satsang on 23rd Nov. We not only 

enjoyed dancing for our dear Guruji but also got His blessings. 

Next day, I was told by many of our sangats that their respective illness/ailment was cured. Many 

of us from Midlands (UK) Guruparivar who attended the Satsang on 23rd Nov at Avinash Aunty’s 

and danced in front of Guruji were healed. Like my stomach problem was gone, an Auntie’s cyst 

melted (a year-long problem resolved), another Auntie’s leg ache was cured, my daughter 

Arushi’s neck pain was cured and an uncle’s backache was almost gone. Amazing are the ways 

of Guruji, How He blessed us by the healing dance!  

SHUKRANA GURUJI                 
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GURUJI’S MOVING EYES-SUCH A BLESSING 

Jan 24th, 2020 

Jai Guruji sangatji. 

It is Amritvela time and was sitting in front of Guruji’s Swaroop , talking with Him and asking 

Him “ Guruji please kabhi to baat karo , darshan do, make your presence felt, aankhey blink 

karo, please I am also one of your crores of devotees.” In fact, even last evening I was asking 

Guruji for the same.  

Shukrana Guruji     See what came in my inbox below      

 

You can click through the below to see the moving eyes of Guruji: 

https://www.facebook.com/neeti.chopra.3/videos/2565701373527012/ 

 

Suraj bhi tun, chanda bhi tun, meri en aankhon ka taara hai tun 
Gulab bhi tun, mor bhi tun, is jag me sabse payara hai tun.  

https://www.facebook.com/neeti.chopra.3/videos/2565701373527012/
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GURUJI’S SPECIAL BLESSINGS ON OUR ANNIVERSARY 

8th March 2020 

Yesterday (7th March) was our wedding anniversary and we had organised Guruji’s Satsang at 

our home to celebrate with Guruji and His sangat. I had been telling Guruji to give me special 

blessings on our anniversary and I really wanted Guruji to bless us differently which I would 

remember & cherish for ever. How Guruji fulfilled it is amazing! 

Yesterday early morning 5-

5.30 AM when my 

husband Pawan and I were 

sleeping, a very nice 

soothing music played and 

woke us up. Very nice and 

calm/relaxing music. It felt 

as if we were in heavens 

with lights off and nice 

soul-touching music. We 

both were wondering the 

source of that. It was not 

his phone. Then it had to 

be from my phone and it 

indeed was alarm of my 

phone. But we were 

wondering how that 

sound/tone happened 

when I never changed any 

tone settings in my phone. 

Who has the time to 

change alarm tone 

especially when you have 

Satsang at your home and so many preparations to be done? It, undoubtedly, was Guruji. 

Shukrana Guruji for this special blessing on our special day. 

That would remain etched in my memory. 

SHUKRANA GURUJI                
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Anniversary pay Guruji ke liye khas 

Kya bhent du Guruji, kya karu mai khas 

Parosu shradha aapko, jo hai mere paas 

Kya bhent du Guruji, kya karu mai khas 

 

Satsang sewa ke siwa, ab nahi kuch aata raas 

Ang sang rehtey hamarey, hai yeh ahsaas 

Kya bhent du Guruji, kya karu mai khas 

 

Loon harweley tera naam, na khali jaye koi saans 

Kabhi naa chorna saath, bus yehi ek ardaas 

Kya bhent du Guruji, kya karu mai khas 

 

Anniversary, birthday ho yaa koi tyohaar 

Aap hi ke saath manau khushee har baar 

Aaphi kay naam se ho din kaa aaghaaz 

Aap kay charno mein lu mai aakhree saans 

Kya bhent du Guruji, kya karu mai khas 

 

Pawan, Arushi, meri aur saari sangat ki taraf sey Shukrana hai yeh khaas 

Rakhin charna de kol, bus yehi ek ardaas 

Kya bhent du Guruji, kya karu mai khas 

 

Composed by: Guruji’s sewadaar Madhu Madan 

                 (All the glory goes to Him) 
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GURUJI’S BLESSING IN MY PROFESSIONAL LIFE 

I am glad (& thankful to our pyare Guruji) to share this very recent Satsang, happened just few 

minutes ago. 

Every month we have a monthly meeting/gathering of employees from all our offices nation-

wide. Usually it happens in our London Head office but due to this current situation/ Covid19, we 

were attending this month’s meeting virtually today. This meeting just got over and I can’t get 

over it with the way Guruji blessed me. 

We have a segment called ‘Champaign Nominations’ wherein anyone who has gone extra mile 

or over performed or done something exemplary for the company, is nominated, recognised and 

appreciated. When this segment started and 3rd nomination was being read out, I suddenly 

looked at the big Guruji’s Swaroop (I have in my room) and said, “Jai Guruji” with folded hands. 

And can you all believe it? The immediate next slide had my name as nomination for exemplary 

work. I was like “Guruji, you are so sweet”. 

SHUKRANA GURUJI                
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POWER OF GURUJI’S JAL PRASHAD & MANTRA JAAP 

April 7, 2020 

Yesterday morning, I got sudden bad cough that woke me up. It was so severe that even my 

uncle woke up. He got worried (because of this Covid-19 crisis going on and cough known as 

one of the symptoms). 

I have always believed that Guruji protects His sangats and will not let anything happen to His 

sangat. I was sure that Guruji will take care. 

The cough was irritating me at the throat. I got up, took bath, 

and prepared boiled water (with lime) which I drink daily 

anyways. Yesterday, I specifically wanted to take it as I know 

that if there is any virus in the throat, it will be killed with hot 

water (with lemon). I offered that to Guruji saying “Guruji, 

please bhog sweekar karo and issey itna bless karo ki yeh 

Amrit and medicine ban jaye and meri cough theek ho jaye”. 

Then I kept it in front of Guruji’s Swaroop for few minutes and 

drank it slowly. As soon as I finished that, my cough stopped 

and did not appear again the whole day. My uncle was also 

sure that Guruji ney bacha liya. Shukrana Guruji      

Then in the night around 12 (midnight), I was still awake, got 

cough again (but less severe this time). My uncle advised to sleep and take rest. So, I went to 

bed. While sleeping with cough on, I started doing mantra jaap in my mind. Soon the cough 

went off and I had good sleep. Shukrana Guruji      

The cough problem has never re-appeared. Shukrana Guruji      

Guruji is there to protect His sangat so pl do not be afraid, do not worry but please take full 

precautions (like stay at home, drinking frequent hot liquids). If you get sick, take jal prasad and 

do mantra jaap. Mantra jaap can be done in your mind as well (not necessarily playing on YouTube 

or mobile and lip- synching). Also, water or anything if you offer to Guruji (with wholehearted 

prayer to bless it and make it Amrit, medicine) and keep for a while in front of His Swaroop 

becomes jal prasad. I have tried this earlier too and such jal prasad has always helped and cured 

me instantly.  

Shukrana Guruji               
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3 IN 1 SWAROOP (SHIVJI-GURUNANAKDEVJI-GURUJI) 

This is one of the sweetest and my favourite Satsang. In 2018, when I was relatively a new 

sangat, I saw my love towards Guruji and faith in Him grow exponentially day by day.  

After coming under His refuge, my family and I have felt positive changes in me. I am no longer 

short tempered, have become positive minded, calmer, and humbler. I have surrendered 

completely to Guruji. He is there to look after everything. No worries, no pains. Feeling blessed 

with this contentment, I thought of connecting more people to Guruji. 

I thought of a good friend from Dubai. Her husband had a brain stroke few years ago and has 

been suffering since then. She had to look after her family, work, and her husband’s health. I 

really used to feel for her and always prayed for her. Thrice, I thought of introducing Guruji to her 

but the thought that she is an educated lady with a very rational mind and may laugh at me, had 

discouraged me. Once, I even wrote a few lines about Guruji, as an introduction, to message her 

on Facebook messenger but finally deleted it. May I say that my fear of her not accepting Guruji 

didn’t let me reach out to her? The fact remains that was not the right time for her. Guruji decides 

the timing, who to call and He even decides the zaria.  

One Saturday, she chatted with me and I randomly started talking about Guruji. She showed 

interest which was unexpected. She told me that I shouldn’t have hesitated and rather told her 

earlier about Guruji as she had been open to anything in life which could turn around her days 

and bring back happiness in her life. I shared with her the details of weekly satsang in Dubai and 

asked her to go. 

I couldn’t believe when she told me that she had been to the Satsang, had tears in her eyes and 

felt strong rose fragrance. Till then, she had no idea about Guruji’s way of showing presence 

through rose fragrance or butterfly or peacock. I told her that how blessed she was to have felt 

rose fragrance which is such a big blessing.  

Soon, she started going to Satsangs and used to share with me her experiences. Once she told 

me that on Thursday, while leaving for office, she had to remove her favourite white wristwatch 

as she found the strap old and dirty. On Friday, when she went to the Satsang, she was blessed 

with a nice similar white Guruji’s watch. She was ecstatic while sharing this with me. This watch 

was like her own, the one she had removed a day before. Shukrana Guruji for blessing her. 
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Similarly, on another incident, she shared with me the picture of 3 in1 Swaroop (Shivji-Guru Nanak 

Devji-Guruji) which she got from Dubai Satsang. I liked the 3in1 Swaroop and felt like having for 

myself too.  

 

The above is the 3-in-1 Swaroop she 

had got from Dubai Satsang. 

Next time when my husband was 

leaving for India, I told him to get such 

3 in1 Swaroop for me from Bade 

Mandir (Praveen uncle-sewadaar for 

Swaroops). We were told by Praveen 

uncle that he didn’t have that. I was so 

disappointed. After 3-4 days, his sister 

(my sister in law Daisy) gave to my 

husband similar 3 in1 Swaroop (Shivji-

Guru Nanak Devji-Guruji) nicely packed 

in a box with a note ‘For Madhu from 

Guruji’s side’. I was so touched and 

blessed. Our Guruji is so nice and 

caring like a father that He even fulfils 

our such small desires. 

SHUKRANA GURUJI                 
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JYOT SATSANG 

Sharing a Satsang which again proves how Guruji takes care of our small problems or emotions. 

When I used to light jyot at my home, my husband would advise me to either not light jyot (use 

incense sticks) or blow it off soon after/ at the latest before leaving the Puja room to avoid fire 

risk. I hesitated to blow it off and I continued lighting jyot daily as Guruji advises to light jyot daily.  

We started having arguments as I felt How could Guruji let anything like fire happen to his sangat. 

His view was Guruji doesn’t tell you to be careless. Here the houses are almost sealed to keep 

the heat (of heaters) intact so he used to worry that jyot might trigger the fire alarm. I started 

asking Guruji for His guidance.  

When my husband was on tour, he used to be worried and would keep asking only about jyot in 

our phone calls. Before leaving home for office, I used to be in dilemma whether to blow it off or 

not. I used to tell Guruji to look after everything. 

One Sunday, I had lit the jyot and my husband was sitting in the Puja room (which is also like his 

work room), suddenly there was a loud noise.... It was that of fire alarm. Then my husband 

screamed that his fears have turned true. We were scared that other flat residents on other floors 

might panic.  We quickly blew off the jyot, opened all the windows, which eventually silenced 

the fire alarm. I was telling in my mind “OK Guruji I got your reply, not to be careless”. I told my 

husband that I would no longer light the jyot and instead use incense sticks. Guruji had made 

that incident happen when we were all in the house to teach me. Then onwards I stopped lighting 

the jyot rather started lighting the incense/ agarbatti. 

Fast forward to next month: Vidhu Aunty saw me in a dream that I was putting too much ghee 

for the jyot for Guruji. She (in the dream) was wondering why I was putting so much ghee for the 

jyot. We couldn’t understand the message from that dream, as I had anyways stopped lighting 

jyot at home. We concluded that Guruji might be advising me to start lighting the jyot again but 

with less ghee so that it blows off automatically after few minutes. Those days Pawan was on 

tour so in his absence I again started lighting jyot with little ghee.  

Few days later, we had to go for an Amritvela Satsang at Vidhu Auntie’s so we got up at 2 am 

and I lit the jyot and when we were leaving the house , Pawan tried to blow it off , even though 

I stopped him but he blew it off. I was sad of having to blow it off. We left for the satsang.  

Sangatji: can you believe it? Vidhu Auntie was lighting the jyot and suddenly looked at me and 

called me to light the jyot.  I felt blessed thinking how Guruji cared for His sangat’s emotions.  

SHUKRANA GURUJI                 
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THE DIVINE FRAGRANCE-GURUJI’S PROTECTION 

In Dec 2018, my daughter desired to accompany my husband to Dubai to meet her school friends 

and spend her Christmas vacation there. Though she requested me to join them but as I had not 

applied for prior leave from my office so I couldn’t. I requested her to drop the idea as when they 

both go; I would be all alone in the UK (where we were relatively new) but she was adamant to 

go. As a mother I had to listen to her.  

I sat in front of Guruji’s Swaroop, started saying, “Guruji you are seeing that she is keen to go 

and I can’t be selfish to stop her just because I would be alone here so you please be with me 

and protect me in their absence”. I, then booked her tickets.  Since that day I started doing ardaas 

to Guruji to give me courage and keep me safe in their absence. 

The day came when they had to leave. I requested to Guruji to ensure that I won’t feel lonely. 

Guruji, being so kind and caring, remained with me on every single day of their absence. 

Evening of the day 1of their absence, when I returned home and entered my drawing room 

(where I have big Guruji’s Swaroop, this is the room where I spend my 90% of the time when I 

am at home), I was mesmerised by heavenly fragrances of various kinds viz Chandan, jasmine, 

ud etc.  I hadn’t experienced that earlier. As it was not the rose fragrance (usually associated with 

Guruji), so I thought the fragrance might be from somewhere. I took that lightly, though couldn’t 

stop thinking that it could be Guruji. It felt as if there was something giving me positive vibrations 

as I didn’t feel lonely at all. Guruji engaged me in reading many Satsangs. 

Day 2: I entered the room, smelt the same extremely nice fragrances (I was soaked in that 

fragrance, so sweet & divine). I kept asking like a fool, “Guruji, aap hi ho naa”? I kept wondering 

where that was coming from.  

On third day, same thing happened and that continued. Initially I thought that I sit in the drawing 

room every evening at the same time so it could be due to the heaters which charge and store 

the heat every night to emit during the day. But when I felt the same fragrance on weekends 

too, this theory was discarded.  

The divine fragrance lasted for all those 12 days while my family was away. The fragrance 

stopped the day they returned. It was then that I was 100% sure that it was none but our Guruji 

who had been giving me company, keeping me positively charged and spiritually active.  
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I still remember the experience of that fragrance as it was truly magical and heavenly. Words 

cannot express how beautiful the divine fragrance was.  
 

SHUKRANA GURUJI                
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GURUJI’S BLESSING ON MY BIRTHDAY. 

When last year began, I looked at the calendar to check the day on which 31st October would be 

falling. It was my birthday and I 

wanted to celebrate it with Guruji by 

having a Satsang. I was disappointed 

since it was a working day. Many 

times, during the year though, I 

wished that I could celebrate my 

birthday with Guruji. 

A week before I again requested 

Guruji to allow me to celebrate my 

birthday with Him. The sangat did 

not know about my birthday, so I had 

no hopes that I would manage to 

have a Satsang on that day. But 

Guruji is kind and loving. Two days 

before my birthday, Mohit, a devotee 

from Wolverhampton (central 

England), posted a Satsang invite for 

a Satsang on 31st Oct. I couldn't 

believe it. Mohit-ji hosts a Satsang 

every month, and this time, he could 

only do it on the very last day. The 

sangat got to know that it was my 

birthday from social media. Wishes full of love and blessings kept pouring in from our Guru Parivar 

and in the evening I got to cut the cake in front of Guruji with His sangat in His Satsang. I felt that 

was the best birthday of my life. I felt truly blessed while cutting the cake. What more could I 

have asked for? 

SHUKRANA GURUJI                
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Meri chahat - Mere Gurupaa, Mere Guruji 

Chahat nahin zamaaney main banu kisi ki khaas 

Icha yahee bus, rahun har waqt terey paas 

 

Nikaltaa rahey ‘JAI GURUJI’ aatee jaatee har saas 

Chahat nahin zamaaney main banu kisi ki khaas 

 

Sewa, Simran, Shukrana, Satsang ho meri zindagi ka saar 

Chahat nahin zamaaney main banu kisi ki khaas 

 

Tera Swaroop dekh kay uthu, tera Swaroop hi dekh kay so-ou yahee meri aas 

Chahat nahin zamaaney main banu kisi ki khaas 

 

Aayee to nahin tera naam lekay, par jau zarur tere naam say, ek yahi ardaas 

Chahat nahin zamaaney main banu kisi ki khaas 

  

 Composed by: Guruji’s sewadaar Madhu Madan 

                 (All the glory goes to Him) 
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HOW GURUJI PROTECTED ME 

Flashback to Oct 2019: It was my first working day in the office after returning from India 

vacation. In the evening, when I left office, it was raining heavily, and I was missing my cap. 

Thought I wish I had my cap so that my hair won’t have got wet,  though I had my usual jacket 

which not only prevents me from cold but also acts like a rain coat. 

Next day when I left home, I remembered to take my cap, in case it rained. At end of the day 

when I left office, I peeped from the window and found it clear (not raining) so decided not to 

wear the cap. But after coming out of the office, though it was neither raining nor cold, yet 

something prompted me to take out my cap and wear it. Not only that, I also put on the hoodie 

of my jacket. So, my head was covered with cap and hoodie. I kept wondering why I was wearing 

2 caps when It was neither cold nor raining. But it was Guruji’s plan. 

I walked ahead and passed through the pathway dense with tall trees. Suddenly, a very heavy 

and hard thing fell on my head. I screamed to the top of my lungs out of shock. It was so hard as 

if someone had hit a bullet on my head. I was in pain but only for 2-3 minutes. Then I looked 

around to find out if there was someone. There was no one around. On carefully looking around 

and on the road, I realized that it was a hard- shelled fruit which fell from a tall tree. My immediate 

reaction was asking ‘Guruji, kyun marwaya’. Immediate reply came from the inner voice (Guruji’s) 

“Marwaya nahin, bachaya hai”. It was then I realised that it was Guruji who made me cover my 

head with double protection as He knew this was going to happen. If it were not for the double 

caps, I would have got injured badly.  

Guruji is seeing us every moment and helping us in one way or the other 

Shukrana Guruji ki aapney talwar ko sui ki tarah sey badaa kasht taala. 

SHUKRANA GURUJI                
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AMRITVELA MESSAGE FROM GURUJI 

First, deep gratitude and Shukrana to Guruji for waking me up every single day for Amritvela. 

Without His grace and blessing, there is no way that I can get up at 3 AM to do Amritvela. 

I have about 10 minutes of ‘Us’ time (Guruji and me) in Amritvela when I chat with Him, sharing 

any of my problems, asking His advice and so on. Many times, I have strongly felt that Guruji 

talks with me during Amritvela. This is evident from 2 occasions when He gave me strong 

messages during Amritvela which turned out true. 

Flashback to Dec 2019: My husband who had been a Board Director in a company, had decided 

to join the employees for the evening Christmas party on 20th Dec. He had told me a week in 

advance as he wanted me not to expect him for dinner that day.  

On the day (20th Dec), when I was doing Amritvela prayer, I heard in Punjabi “Oh jaayega 

Christmas party wich, othey saarey piyengey”, as if Guruji was advising me to stop my husband 

from going to that evening Christmas party as my uncle doesn’t drink (alcohol) at all. I didn’t want 

to ignore that message from Guruji, so I thought of waking my husband before leaving and 

advising him not to go for the late evening party.  If not, I would message him, but I completely 

forgot about it and left home without giving him any indication at all.  

Evening, when I reached home and tried unlocking the door, I couldn’t as it was locked from 

inside. I was surprised as I wasn’t expecting him in. He was sure to go for the party. He opened 

the door, leaving me shocked.  

 When I asked him why he had not gone for the party, I was speechless on hearing his words. 

He said, “Madhu maine socha kya fayda jaaney ka, wahan sab peeyengey”. (Madhu, I thought 

no point going as everyone would be drinking alcohol there). These were the exact words to me 

by Guruji during Amritvela.  

I am sure that Guruji saved him from some trouble. Guruji tried to give me the message and 

when I couldn’t convey that to my uncle, Guruji Himself made him change his mind. 

SHUKRANA GURUJI                
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GURUJI’S BRACELET-MY BIRTHDAY GIFT FROM GURUJI 

Flashback to Aug 2018 (2 months before my birthday): I had started asking Guruji for a special 

gift on my birthday. Once It even felt as if Guruji is asking me “tenu kee chahida hai” and I replied 

“Guruji aisee koi bhi cheej jisme aapki picture/Swaroop ho aur mein jo pehen sakun”. 

When my husband was leaving for his usual trip to Dubai, I asked him to attend Guruji’s Satsang 

at Samana Hotel in Dubai and try to get something as a token of blessing for me from Sonia Vij 

Aunty. He went to Dubai and attended the Satsang there. He met Sonia Aunty and told her that 

my wife is a big follower of Guruji. She gave him Guruji’s bracelet (a bracelet with Guruji’s 

Swaroop on it). He carried that to India for his onward business trip. When he told me on phone, 

I was quite happy, but I had forgotten that I had been asking Guruji about my birthday gift. 

Pawan returned to the UK after 3-4 weeks. By then, my birthday had passed, and I had forgotten 

completely about my ardaas to Guruji for the special birthday gift. He unpacked his luggage and 

gave me Guruji’s bracelet, he had got for me from Dubai satsang. I kept that on the corner stool 

which I have kept for Guruji (His swaroops), in our drawing room.  

After 2 days while I was doing Amritvela prayer in the drawing room in front of the Swaroop (on 

the corner stool, where that bracelet was lying), a very strong Punjabi voice asked me “Pher 

pasand aaya gift, birthday gift mangdee payee cee?”. Oh My God! I felt so touched and blessed. 

I was like “Pyare Guruji, mere Guruji, I had forgotten that I had asked you for the birthday gift, 

but not only did you send me the gift, but also reminded me and blessed me”. That feeling cannot 

be put into words.  

That was one of the sweetest moments of my journey with Guruji. 

SHUKRANA GURUJI                
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Tu mera rab, tu mera Sai 

Tu mera rabb, tu mera Sai, tera Swaroop bada pyara 

Ab in nigahon ko, koi aur nahin hai gawaara 

 

Hokey hataash, dukhee, baaki sab jagah sey mai haara 

Dekey sukoon, shaanti, terey dar ney hi nihaara 

Tu mera rabb, tu mera Sai, tera Swaroop bada pyara 

 

Hai duniya dikhawat, rishtey nakli, bas tera hi sahara 

Milee sabsey mayucy, bas tuney hi sawaara 

Tu mera rabb, tu mera Sai, tera Swaroop bada pyara 

 

Tera amrit laagey meetha, baaki sab hai khara 

Khaa kay tera prashad, ho gaya main vaara 

Tu mera rabb, tu mera Sai, tera Swaroop bada pyara 

 

Sabkaa rachyeeta tu hee, dhartee, suraj ho yaa taara 

Ab puja, Simran, ibadat teri, sajda bhi tumhara 

Tu mera rabb, tu mera Sai, tera Swaroop bada pyara 

 

Composed by: Guruji’s sewadaar Madhu Madan 

                 (All the glory goes to Him) 
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GURUJI AND HIS AMAZING PLANS 

This Satsang is about how Guruji planned 7th Sep 2019 Satsang at our house. 

Flashback to April-May 2019: About 4 months in advance (like every year), I was planning our 

family annual vacation. My daughter’s internship was to finish in the first week of Sept and 

jobwise, I couldn’t afford to be away in the first and last week of any month. So, we had decided 

to book our tickets to leave UK in first weekend of September. 

I knew that 6th Sep (Friday) would be the last working day. So, I started looking for the flights 

departing on 6th evening or 7th Sept, as anyone would do to utilise and include weekend in your 

vacation. I tried various options to fly out on Friday evening or Saturday but all in vain.  Guruji did 

not let me book the flight for that weekend (6-8thSep). Once, I made up my mind to even pay 

extra for the 7th Sep Saturday flight , proceeded to book our tickets and reached the ‘Check out’ 

stage but I could not proceed further as my system hung or site took too long to respond. So, I 

gave up and thought to try booking on some other day. It was Guruji who did not want us to 

leave on 7th Sept. 

After 2-3 days I was determined to book our flights thinking that delaying further might prove 

costlier for us. Guruji bent my mind to consider Monday (9th Sep) flight. Eventually, I booked 

flight for Monday (9th Sep). This was all Guruji’s plan. When I told my daughter Arushi about 

Monday flight, she wasn’t happy about it as we would be wasting our weekend. At that minute, 

a thought crossed my mind which I shared with heri that there might be an upcoming  satsang 

at someone’s house on Saturday (7th Sep) which Guruji wanted us to attend and take His 

blessing before going on vacation. My innerself (or Guruji) was strongly hinting this. Since then, 

we were anxious to know whose Satsang we would be attending on 7thSep/8th Sep. 

Around June I started getting thoughts of hosting Guruji’s Satsang. My ‘Shukrana Satsang’ (to 

thank Guruji for Arushi’s wonderful Industrial year and for my performance award in my new role) 

was due. I asked my husband for the date to host the Satsang. I proposed and he agreed for 16th 

June (Father’s Day) as Guruji is our father. Later, Sunandan uncle requested us to let him host 

‘Father’s Day Satsang’ on 16th June. Obviously, we agreed as it didn’t really matter who hosted 

the satsang, what mattered was that we should be able to have a satsang on Father’d Day.  

In July, I asked my husband when to host Satsang. He was travelling and kept on avoiding my 

question by saying “let me come back to UK on 2nd Aug and then we would discuss and decide 

the date”. By then, all the weekends of August were booked. I was very clear that I had to host 

the Satsang before leaving for vacation (i.e. before 9th Sep) as that way we would get Guruji’s 

blessing for our vacation. I had already told Guruji that my vacation would be dedicated to you, 
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so it was important for me to have His blessings before leaving for vacation. Thus, I was left with 

no date other than Saturday 7th Sep if I had to host before we leave on 9th. Being number 7 was 

an added joy. I posted the invite for 7th Sept Satsang. 

It didn’t take us long to realise that it was Guruji’s amazing plan because of which He did not let 

me book the weekend flight (7-8th Sep).  It was indeed Guruji only who gave that thought in mind 

that it could be due to a satsang on 7/8th Sept due to which Guruji didn’t want us to leave before 

9th. Sure enough, there was a satsang on 7th Sep and at no one else’s but our own house. How 

amazing! 

Guruji’s plan was amazing in more than 1 way. Later I realised that Arushi’s industrial year 

officially finished on 6th Sep so having a Shukrana Satsang (for her industrial year) would be more 

meaningful on 7th when her industrial year would have just finished.  

Also, I had urged to Guruji to bless me with His Satsang on every day of my vacation (if possible 

or at least in every city I visit (Delhi, Chandigarh, Noida, Faridabad & Gurgaon). Guruji blessed us 

with a satsang at the start of our vacation itself. What better way to begin one’s vacation? 

SHUKRANA GURUJI                

 

 

GURUJI’S BLESSING:  VACATION BECOMES TIRATH 

YATRA (PILGRIMAGE) 
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While planning my 2019 annual vacation, I was very clear that my vacation was dedicated to 

Guruji and I wanted to uplift my spiritual level. 

My ‘To-do’ list for vacation was all around Guruji. I wanted to go to Bade Mandir, Dugri and Chote 

Mandir (Empire Estate). I wanted to attend satsang in every city I visited. I was to visit Dubai, 

Delhi, Gurgaon, Chandigarh, Faridabad, and Noida. I wanted to know more about Guruji by 

listening to and meeting old sangat. It was my desire to have Guruji with me every day of my 

vacation and I wanted to feel Him every moment during my vacation. 

I would share with you how Guruji turned it into my dream vacation or ‘Tirath Yatra/ 

PILGRIMAGE’. 

With Guruji’s grace, I could not only attend 2 satsangs in 4 days stay in Dubai but also was 

showered with so much love from His amazing Dubai sangat. The blessings I had got from Sonia 

Vij Aunty included Guruji’s plug with nightglow, so unique and useful which I really needed but 

didn’t know that anything of that sort existed. She gave a Guruji’s bracelet as well which I had 

kept in my handbag and had 

forgotten.  

Next morning when I was getting 

ready for the airport, I wore black/grey 

suit and wanted to wear matching 

Guruji’s bracelet. Little did I know that 

Guruji had given me grey bracelet 

through Sonia Aunty the previous day.  

While I was still wishing If I could get 

grey/black Guruji’s bracelet, I opened 

my handbag and was stunned to find 

exactly matching grey Guruji’s 

bracelet. 

I felt His presence and His love every minute during my short stay in Dubai. On the day of 

departure, while I was sitting at Dubai airport, Guruji showed His presence through a beautiful 

rose in front of me on the table where I sat.  
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As soon as I landed Delhi airport, I was elated. While moving on the escalator, I was talking to 

Guruji in my mind “Guruji, I am ecstatic that I have reached your city. Are you also happy on 

having me here? If yes, please welcome me.” Immediately I saw signboard with Guru Nanak 

Dev Ji with folded hands/like Namaste as if Guruji was welcoming me. I was gobsmacked and 

stood still to believe what I was seeing. The Guru Nanak Dev Ji signboards were to celebrate 

Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s 550th anniversary. I was delighted beyond words. 

Next day (day 1 of our stay in India) being Sunday: As my vacation was dedicated to Guruji so it 

was obvious that I had to visit Bade Mandir on the first day itself. We left for Bade Mandir and 

when we were in the shuttle bus, both Arushi and I were praying and wishing in our minds to 

get Sewa in Bade Mandir. I was telling Guruji that He has been kind to give me sewa in UK, it 

would be so nice to get to do sewa at Bade Mandir too. We were unaware of each other’s ardaas 

(to get sewa in Bade Mandir). 

We reached Bade Mandir, had good darshan and had divine langar prasad. After coming out, we 

went to the Swaroop kiosk/van to meet sewadaar Praveen uncle. We had never met him but had 

been requesting him to send swaroops through Pawan. We wanted to meet him and thank him 

for his sewa. As soon we reached the van, I introduced myself and Arushi. We were 

overwhelmed at the way he welcomed us and introduced us to other sewadaars sitting there. 

Soon enough, he gave us sewa. It was such a feeling of joy for both of us that I had tears in my 

eyes. We looked at each other and could feel how grateful we were to Guruji for fulfilling our 

ardaas so quickly by giving us sewa to prepare His Swarup for sangats. Uncle then told Arushi to 

stand at the window and give swaroops to sangat. Guruji knew that she loves distributing things. 

We did sewa for few hours and still wanted to continue, but it was already quite late. We told 

uncle that we would be coming to Mandir the next day (Monday). He and his aunty told us that 

as the Mandir is open for full day on Monday so if we came around 10 AM, we could do sewa 

for longer period.  
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On Monday, we somehow got late and reached Bade Mandir by 12.30 pm. I was a bit worried 

because we were hard pressed on time as we had to go inside, do darshans, take samosa/chai 

prashad, do sewa, return to home, do packing to catch our evening 5.15 pm train to Chandigarh.  

I didn’t know whether to go for sewa first and darshan later or vice-versa. Both were equally 

important. Guruji put a thought in my mind to first go for darshan and prashad. By Guruji’s grace, 

we didn’t face big rush and could come out in less than 30 minutes. 

We then went to Praveen uncle for sewa. We were enjoying the sewa so much that we were 

repenting why had we booked the train for that day. Meanwhile, uncle told sewadaar aunty to 

put Guruji’s maala around our neck. Oh My God! That was a moment to cherish. Sitting in Bade 

Mandir, doing sewa and getting blessed with Guruji’s mala. 

As we had a train to catch later so we made up our mind to leave by 2. We didn’t feel like leaving 

sewa so kept doing till 2.35.  Then uncle told sewadaar aunty to take us for langar prasad. That 

presented us with a big dilemma. Usually, sangat is served only chai/samosa prasad on Monday 

but sewadaars are served langar prasad too. That was such a rare chance to get to have langar 

prashad on Monday. It was clear if we went inside for langar prasad, we would miss the train. 

We were in a fix. We then told sewadaar aunty who informed uncle that we had a train to catch. 

But I was apprehensive thinking whether I was disrespecting langar prasad. We were not sure if 

that was the right thing to do. I then asked aunty and to my relief she told me that it was fine if 

we had taken some prasad (she meant chai/samosa prashad). We apologised to Guruji in our 

mind and hurriedly left Bade Mandir. We were already quite late. 

When we sat in our car, my husband called and was a bit upset as we were very late. It was 

already past 3pm. We had to go to Gurgaon home (takes at least 45 minutes to reach from Bade 

Mandir), pack our luggage, leave for New Delhi station to catch 5.15 pm train. We knew it takes 

minimum 1.5 hours from Gurgaon to station and is always crowded outside the station which 

takes another 15-20 minutes.  So, it appeared almost impossible to be able to catch the train. My 

husband even suggested to give up and go some other day to Chandigarh, but I was hopeful that 

Guruji will not disappoint us. Also, our schedule was jam-packed. Next day we had a satsang to 

attend in Chandigarh.  

 We did video call and told my husband to pack for us so that we could leave as soon as we 

reached home. My heart started beating faster as I knew that if I missed the train, it would not 

only irritate my husband but also upset me (as that would be like neither did we do sewa to our 

heart’s content nor could we take the train). We reached home and within seconds picked our 

luggage and left for the station. 
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From that moment till we reached the station; I was doing mantra jaap in my mind, praying to 

Guruji to not let me down. I lost hope when traffic was building up on the way but regained it 

when I saw ‘Jai Guruji’ sticker on the front car.  

All the while, I had been thinking in my mind if we miss the train (which was quite likely) then it 

would be a lesson to never leave sewa like the way we did.  If we managed to catch the train, 

would mean that Guruji showered His love on us for doing sewa earlier. 

To cut the long story short, it was touch and go situation and Guruji made us catch the train at 

literally last minutes. We boarded the train at 5.11pm. When we sat in the train, we were so 

relieved. It appeared as if Guruji was saying how could he disappoint us when we had done His 

sewa earlier. Shukrana Guruji. 

As I was guilty conscious of not doing the Monday sewa to our heart’s content in Bade Mandir 

and not having sewadaar’s (Monday) langar prasad so I wanted to go again on Monday upon our 

return from Chandigarh. But I was sad to realise that Monday, 23rd Sept was planned for visit to 

Noida for a satsang at my sister’s neighbour’s house. While I was telling my daughter that sadly 

23rd we won’t be able to go to Bade Mandir due to satsang in Noida, I saw my sister’s message 

that her neighbour suddenly postponed her satsang to 24th. We were amazed beyond words. 

How rare it is for a satsang to be postponed! But our Guruji was reading our thoughts and was 

fulfilling our every desire so He made that aunty to postpone her satsang to 24th so that we could 

go to Bade Mandir on 23rd (Monday).  

As I was carrying Guruji’s big Swaroop with me in the train, Guruji blessed us with not 1, not 2 

but 3 vacant seats so that both He and we could go comfortably.  

Not only that, Guruji took care of my diet too. As I was quite concerned about unhealthy (fatty) 

food in Shatabdi, but I was hungry so was wishing if I could get light stuff of my choice. Guruji 

made that happen. In so many years, I had never seen Diet chivda and Veg patties served in 

Shatabdi. Both are my favourites.  

We reached Chandigarh on 16th and next day we had to go for a satsang, which I was told, was 

kept especially for us. In all humility I am sharing this, just to show how much Guruji loves His 

sangat. He knew that I wanted to attend satsang in every city I would visit during my vacation, 

so He kept a satsang specially for me in Chandigarh, where otherwise there was no pre-planned 

satsang/scheduled during my stay. 

Satsang on 17th Sept was at Shiv Manas Mandir which was blessed by Guruji. I was touched by 

Guruji’s countless blessings. I was invited to light jyot (with hosts), cut cake and share my 

satsang.  If that was not enough, Guruji fulfilled my long-time desire by calling Shiv uncle there 
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(Guruji’s childhood friend). I had always been wanting to meet him. It was a delight listening to 

him and about his life spent with Guruji. 

Guruji knew that I wanted to meet old sangat in my trip so as a pleasant surprise Guruji made 

me meet Shiv uncle, who is such a humble and pure soul. Not only him, but I could meet and 

listen to few other old sangats like Harleen Aunty, Roy Aunty. It was a delight getting to know 

more about Guruji through them. 

On 19th, we went to Dugri. Although Dugri Mandir is opened on first Sunday only but with Guruji’s 

grace, we could get in and feel His presence in the langar hall, see His car, get chai prasad and 

jal prasad, despite being a Thursday. While we were on the way to Dugri, we saw peacock so 

Guruji gave us darshan there. 

By the time we returned to our base/Gurgaon and sort of settled, it was 21st Sep evening, I had 

already got an invite for Faridabad satsang on 22nd. By then I had either attended or planned to 

attend satsang in every city other than Gurgaon. I tried but couldn’t find any satsang in Gurgaon. 

I was telling Guruji that He could not let that happen. How could I not attend satsang in Gurgaon? 

 As I was praying to Guruji in my mind to bless me with satsang in Gurgaon, my hands suddenly 

went to my mobile, opened an old chat of London sangat Ritika Aunty and my index finger (not 

under my control) reached the exact sentence/chat wherein Ritika Aunty had mentioned that her 

mother lived in Gurgaon. Till date, I don’t know how I suddenly opened her chat (I don’t chat with 

her frequently and  I knew her only through Joy Auntie) and that too got to see her old message 

which, by chance, she had sent me about her mum living in Gurgaon. Anyways, I chatted with 

her asking if her mum still lived there. I was told yes, she did and as a member of many Gurgaon 

Guruparivar groups, she would know of upcoming satsangs in Gurgaon. I reached out to her mum 

and sure enough she knew and sent me at least 4 invites for Gurgaon Satsangs. As per my 

schedule, the satsang very next day on 22nd Sep suited me though I had scheduled Faridabad 

satsang too for 22nd. I was relieved that I would be able to attend satsang in Gurgaon. On 22nd 

Sep, attended back to back Satsangs in Faridabad followed by Gurgaon. 

On 23rd (Monday): went to Bade Mandir to do sewa. Earlier I was thinking that we had 

experienced Swaroop sewa but no other. Little did I know that Guruji was reading my thoughts. 

When we went to Praveen uncle, he said that there was no sewa available that day. We were 

disappointed and pleaded to uncle that we come once a year to India so would like to make the 

most of it by doing maximum sewa. He advised to meet sewa co-ordinator inside the hall who 

could give us some sewa. We went inside the hall but didn’t find that uncle & had to wait for 

long, it was not easy and Guruji wanted us to realise that. I was glad that He made us realise that 

there is no sewa possible without His will.  While we were waiting, we had almost lost hope of 
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getting sewa as we were told that one needed to inform/apply beforehand etc. We were praying 

to Guruji and soon uncle came and with Guruji’s grace we got sewa in the kitchen. 

When we went inside the kitchen, the Kitchen in charge Kanika Aunty was not there.  She was 

to allot us specific sewa. While we were waiting, we got to do bread filling sewa (for making 

bread-pakoras) but for 5 minutes only. Then no more bread pakoras were needed. We were 

wishing to have langar prasad (as we could not have last Monday) but we had not yet done sewa. 

Meanwhile Aunty came and we didn’t know how, even without telling her anything, she told us 

to first go and have langar prasad. Another desire was fulfilled.  

24th when we went to Noida for a satsang, the series of events that day turned into a beautiful 

satsang, which I have shared separately. 

When we were coming back from Noida on 25th, how Guruji made the impossible happen by 

calling us to Empire Estate, is also a satsang, shared separately in this book. 

26th we left for UK. Guruji’s planning is unfathomable. He blessed us with satsang at Mohit’s the 

very next day of our return. So, holidays began with a satsang at our home and ended with a 

satsang. End to End beautiful planning by our dearest Guruji. 

Isn’t it amazing How Guruji took care of the smallest desire of ours and ensured to make our 

vacation, a dream vacation and pilgrimage in its true sense? 

SHUKRANA GURUJI                
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GURUJI CLEARS OUR WAY 

There was a Satsang on 24th Sept at my sister’s neighbour Kritika Auntie’s house in Noida, which 

she knew that I wanted to attend. But when she called the previous night (to know our next day’s 

plan of visiting her), I was quite exhausted, so told that that I wasn’t sure of coming to Noida the 

next day. 

After a good sleep in the night, we were quite refreshed next morning and started getting ready 

for Noida. I picked up 2 big swaroops of Guruji and kept them on the front seat next to driver’s 

and left for Noida, without sharing our plan with my sister. Usually whenever I visit her, I always 

inform her beforehand, about exact time of leaving, tentative time to reach, the route we would 

take etc. That day, I thought of giving her a surprise and didn’t call her even once till we entered 

Noida.  

On reaching Noida, I was wondering who would take us through her Society’s entrance gate. As 

per the procedure, resident needs to pre-inform the security at the entrance gate about the details 

of the visitor. When visitors reach the gate, Security calls the resident to cross-check. When 

resident confirms to allow the visitors, Security takes visitor’s ID card (as deposit to keep with 

them till visitors leave) before allowing visitor’s car in.  

While I was wondering and talking to Guruji in my mind “Guruji, what to do? Want to give her a 

surprise”, we were zapped to see our car smoothly entering in. No one stopped us at all. In fact, 

Security guards were shocked to see how the barriers opened automatically for our car. In no 

time Guruji made me realise that as He was sitting on the front seat so how could anyone stop 

us. Guruji’s powers are unfathomable. 

Our next puzzle was to know my sister’s exact flat number. I didn’t remember it as I ask her 

every time on phone just before reaching. A thought crossed my mind to check her neighbour’s 

Satsang invite. My sister had told me that the Satsang was at her next-door neighbour’s house. 

So, we thought address on the invite would be of the same building where my sister leaves and 

they must be neighbours in the same building. While we were driving looking for that, we see 

flower garlands outside a house, which made me think that must be the Satsang house. I don’t 

know what happened to me. I got out of the car, picked up the big Swaroop from front, took it 

my hand and started walking towards that house. While climbing the stairs, I saw a lady (Kritika 

Aunty) coming out of the house, her eyes wide opened in shock. I was walking while asking her 

“Is it Manju Bhatia’s house?” She then realised that I must be Manju’s sister who, she knew, 

was supposed to attend her Satsang. 

She had tears of shock and joy in her eyes to see Guruji’s big Swaroop covering my body. In her 

words, she could see Guruji coming to her house and that too when just the previous day before 

borrowing Guruji’s Swaroop from Manju, she had asked her “ When will Guruji come to my 

house, when will I be blessed with my own Guruji’s Swaroop?” 
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While she welcomed us and took us in, her mother and other sangats who were preparing the 

Darbar, were also surprised to see such big swaroops of Guruji in my hand. They all knew that 

Kritika Aunty was keen to have Guruji’s Swaroop. To her, it was as if Guruji came for the Satsang 

and blessed her with His first Swaroop.  

Meanwhile, my sister Manju called on my mobile. For fun, I passed my phone to Kritika Aunty, 

which shocked my sister, kept her wondering how we could clear such strict security procedures. 

We felt blessed how Guruji by sitting on the front seat blessed us so much that the barriers 

automatically opened for us and even Security guards could not stop us. 

We were amazed how Guruji gave me a thought of 

surprising my sister, just to bless Kritika Aunty. In the 

evening when we went to Kritika Auntie’s satsang, I 

was talking to Guruji in my mind that my dress colour 

did not match His chola or His darbar colour. 

Instantly, Guruji drew my attention to the flower 

garland around His Swarup and I was so happy to see 

that the colour combination of flower garland was 

exactly the same as that of my dress despite the fact 

that I was not very common colours, they were the 

unique colours (purple and turquoise). Picture shared 

here. 

After the Satsang, Kritika Aunty invited me to share 

my Satsangs. I shared and spoke what Guruji wanted 

me to. I shared few Satsangs including the Diary 

Satsang. As soon as I finished, a sangat aunty was 

crying, sobbing. She had seen my diary Satsang on 

YouTube, uploaded by Dubai sangat when I was sharing my Satsang in Dubai. She said, “I saw 

Madhu Auntie’s Satsang on YouTube and was wondering how blessed she was to get her wished 

diary from Guruji! Is she from Dubai or UK? Will I keep seeing her Satsang on YouTube or would 

I ever meet her live?” She revealed how randomly she’d got the satsang invite and how she had 

come there searching for the address without any clue that Guruji was going to fulfil her desire 

to meet Madhu Aunty. She was so shocked and couldn’t believe, that 9/*-she asked to hug me 

to feel the reality. Seeing her, all the sangats started coming to hug me. Guruji gave me so much 

love through Noida sangat. I am nothing, not even His charnon ki dhool.  

SHUKRANA GURUJI                
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HOW GURUJI CALLED US TO CHOTA MANDIR 

On 25th Sep, while returning from Noida, I told Arushi how I was missing Bade Mandir and 

wished if we could visit the Mandir as next day we were leaving for UK. Instantly she said, 

“Mumma, how about Chota Mandir/Empire Estate”? I thought that it would be good to be able 

to visit Chota Mandir and seek Guruji’s blessings. Although from UK (before leaving) and after 

arriving in India, I had checked with various sangats (old sangats, Bade Mandir sewadaars  and 

few sangats staying close to Chota Mandir) and was told that Chota Mandir is closed 

permanently, yet I felt like putting in my sincere efforts to try to visit it, in case Guruji had a way 

out to call us there and bless us.  

I started calling few sewadaars, but I knew that ultimately, it is Guruji who would make it possible 

if He had to. They said the same that the Mandir is no longer open. I called an uncle and expressed 

my desire. He felt that I was quite keen and was there from abroad, he told me to give him few 

minutes. After a while, he sent me contact details of Chotu uncle, who is so blessed and had 

been Guruji’s driver for so many years. I was very happy to get Chotu uncle’s number. We tried 

reaching him, but his phone was unanswered. I, then, decided to proceed straight to Empire 

Estate while praying all the way to Guruji to bless us with His darshan at Chota Mandir. 

We were amazed to note that when we made up our mind and told our driver to drive towards 

Empire Estate, we were on the same route and didn’t have to divert. We reached the gate and 

were stopped by guards but Guruji knew my desire, so we could enter through the gate. We 

reached Chota Mandir, rang the bell (still praying in our hearts) and Chotu uncle came to the door. 

As expected, he said the same that the Mandir doesn’t get opened now for darshans. I told him 

that we were very keen to have His darshan (& blessings) in the Mandir and had come from the 

UK.  Guruji must have told him (by telepathy) and he agreed to open the Mandir for us. Wow! It 

was such a pleasure. I told our driver ‘Amar’ to come in along with us to have Guruji’s blessing.  

When we went inside the Mandir where Guruji’s aasan is there, it was such a divine experience 

as if we were sitting in front of Guruji Himself.  We had beautiful darshans and were served Jal 

Prasad, Chai Prasad, namak-parey and burfi prasad.  

It was interesting to note that while our driver Amar Mohammad was with us in the temple, the 

shabad that played was “Ya Allah, Ya Mohammad…Madinah. Ya Ali”. I had never heard this kind 

of Muslim prayer/shabad in any of Guruji’s Satsangs or temple. No doubt that Guruji was blessing 

him. Next shabad was “Badi door se aayee hun tere dwar”. We felt so blessed.  

Visiting Chota Mandir and having Guruji’s darshan was the only thing pending in my ‘To Do’ list 

and how Guruji fulfilled that too and in such a nice and blessed manner.  

SHUKRANA GURUJI                 
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HOW GURUJI FULFILS OUR SMALLEST DESIRE 

This was the first week of Feb 2020. At work, I had challenging projects to finish in 2 weeks 

including the regular monthly visit to our head office in London. 

There is no doubt in my mind that Guruji helped me in more than 1 way during my business trip. 

I returned to Birmingham (from London) by Wednesday evening. Then, had a project A with 

deadline on Thursday 7 pm and another project B with deadline on Friday.   

Project A involved so many complications and needed inputs from the head office which were 

supposed to reach me in the morning but were sent to me in the afternoon. My boss was next 

to me and witness to me struggling to finish the project by the deadline. Worst part was that 

there were last minutes changes sent to me adding extra pressure on me. I prayed to Guruji to 

be with me, bless me in keeping my cool, patience and above all concentration with due attention 

to the details. Indeed, Guruji was with me and helped me all throughout so much that my boss 

lost his mind with so many changes, back & forth but Guruji kept me calm and composed. My 

boss was prepared for the worst (meaning major discrepancies) as he understood the situation, 

I was in. I prayed to Guruji before locking the numbers on Thursday.  

Next day, when I was doing reconciliation, I was hoping for the best but prepared for the worst 

(discrepancies). With Guruji’s blessings, I found no major discrepancy which impressed my boss 

so much that he appreciated my work and attitude in a wider meeting later in the month and also 

nominated me for ‘Champagne nominations for extraordinary work’. Of course, Guruji made me 

finish my Friday project too and by the time I left office on Friday evening to start my weekend, 

I was extremely exhausted (mentally, more than physically). I was relieved that the hectic week 

was over with good accomplishment and was doing Shukrana to Guruji in my mind. 

As I was quite relieved and weekend was upon us, I felt like eating something yummy (not the 

usual sandwich which I eat after work in the evening). I started talking to Guruji in my mind 

“Guruji aaj kya khila rahey ho, bahut thak gayeen hun, sab theek thak ho gaya, nipat gaya, ab kuch 

acha khila do, Samosa mil jaye to mazaa aajaye”. I felt an urge for samosa that day. I love 

samosas. We live in an area which has just 2-3 supermarkets, all being British stores so no chance 

of getting samosas there, Thus, I thought of frying samosas from the frozen ones (which I had 

at my home). I called up my husband asking him if he would eat fried (frozen) samosas. He 

refused as he was too full. I gave up the idea of frying the frozen samosas just for me.  

While I was in the bus on my way back to home, I said to Guruji, “Guruji, itna man kar raha hai 

samosa khane ko lekin yahan kahin millta nahin”. Anyways, my destination bus stop came, I got 

down and I was pulled to go into the British store ‘Co-op’ at the bust stop. As soon as I entered 
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Co-op, to my utter surprise I saw 

‘Samosa Charity Sale’. It left me 

awestruck. I could not believe myself, 

as it was very impossible to find 

samosas in British stores. Shukrana 

Guruji for not only blessing me with 

my favourite samosas but also giving 

me an opportunity to donate for the 

homeless children as that ‘Samosa 

Charity sale’ was for that cause.   

While I was in awe and thanking 

Guruji in my mind, a strong Punjabi 

inner voice (I am sure that it was 

Guruji) said “tu mere vasstey Roses 

chocolate litee hun tu samosa kha” 

as I had earlier taken ‘Roses 

chocolates’ for Guruji for the 

Valentine’s day Satsang. 

When I reached home and told my 

uncle, he was impressed as well with 

Guruji’s love for His sangat. We did 

‘Shukrana to Guruji, offered Him bhog and really enjoyed the samosas as Guruji’s blessing.  

I bowed down in front of Guruji’s Swaroop and thanked him whole heartedly. If it was not him 

then who was it? He listens to the little most desires we have once he takes us under his wings, 

so why do we not have enough patience and faith that he will take care of the bigger problems 

too. 

This Satsang proved His vachan that “jad vi mere naal sache dil to gallaan karde ho, mein sun 

raha han”. 

SHUKRANA GURUJI                
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GURUJI CONTROLS MY SCHEDULE  

March 29, 2020 

Yesterday we saw a post regarding worldwide live Satsang scheduled for 29th March (today 

12.30-2.30pm British Summer Time) which included ardaas/prayer to Guruji to save the world 

from this dangerous Corona virus. I really wanted to be a part of this and made Guruji aware of 

my desire. 

Something or the other kept me quite occupied last evening, so much so that I slept at around 

4.30 am after doing Amritvela. Before sleeping, I told Guruji, “I am sleeping late but I do not want 

to be late for the Satsang, kindly ensure”. 

Last night at 1am, our clocks also turned 1 hour forward and ‘British Summer Time’ officially 

started. Amidst all sorts of hassle & confusion (time change/clocks turning forward, me sleeping 

late and thinking that still there’s time for the Satsang to start as my alarm clock being manual 

was not automatically adjusted), Guruji woke me up at the right time (40 minutes ahead of the 

Satsang) just enough to be able to take bath, give breakfast to my uncle, make & offer chai bhog 

to Guruji. Shukrana Guruji. 

I was really amazed at His ways how He aligned my schedule (my morning jyot / tikka happened 

at the start of Satsang, morning/ first tea was His chai prasad). He sent off my uncle for afternoon 

nap (middle of the Satsang playlist) so that I could soak in the bliss. Shukrana Guruji. 

It was so divine. The playlist was superb and so apt, full ardaas to get us rid of this 

mahamari/pandemic. Customized bhajan (Param pita parmatma, dukhon ka karo khatma...), about 

40 minutes long mantra jaap. Very soothing. Shukrana Guruji. 

I was suffering from a stomach problem. Along with ‘Sarbat da bhala’ ardaas to Guruji, I requested 

Him to cure my stomach.  

Unbelievable as it could be that at the start of Aarti, Guruji made me get up and dance. At the 

end of Aarti, my stomach problem was fully cured. 

SHUKRANA GURUJI                
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MIRACULOUS HEALING 

April 13, 2020 

For the last 3-4 days, I have been experiencing various kinds of pains viz strange pain in my ears 

and throat, stomach- ache, head- ache and on top of all these, had an eye infection. This Satsang 

is about how Guruji cured me of each of these pains/ailments. 

For eye infection in my left eye, I applied Guruji’s (Chandan) tika on my eye and prayed to Guruji 

to bless. Yesterday it was gone 60%, 

last night it was almost cured (about 

5% remaining) and by now It is almost 

gone. Now I see the below pic (Guruji’s 

eye Swaroop) on FB. Am I overthinking 

or is it that Guruji is telling me that He 

has blessed me and cured my left eye? 

My eye when infected looked exactly 

like this (swelling at the bottom eyelid).  

No, I am not overthinking as my Guruji 

is my remote control and any thought 

in my mind comes only with His will. 

He indeed healed me and made me 

eye OK. Shukrana Guruji. 

Stomach- ache: This Amritvela I was 

practising for ‘Sukhmani Sahib Path’ 

which I was given opportunity to read 

(few ashtpadis) for the first time. 

Sukhmani Sahib path was scheduled 

for later in the afternoon but as I can’t 

read Punjabi/Gurmukhi, haven’t ever read the path earlier and am not so well versed with the 

revered path so I was lacking confidence. I prayed to Guruji to bless me so that I could do justice 

to the opportunity and that I should read well. But I was in terrible pain (ear- ache and stomach- 

ache) and was stretching myself to practise the path. My daughter came in and found me in pain. 

She advised me to go to loo. Though I didn’t need to go yet I went (I guess Guruji made me to 

go). I was so relieved and free of pain as source of the pain was flushed. After that, I could 

concentrate on practising the path. Shukrana Guruji. 
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After the path, I felt so much better. My earache had gone as if reciting and listening to path 

healed it. But headache was still there, although less. 

Today being Baisakhi, Bade Mandir page shared that they will be doing live virtual Satsang and 

they also posted yellow meethey rice ki pic. Baisakhi colour is yellow and yellow things are usually 

offered to Guruji like Meethey Chawal/ Punjabi Sweet Yellow Rice, Gurh ka halwa etc. So, I felt 

like making it for Guruji and asked my uncle Pawan uncle if he would eat meethey yellow chawal. 

He refused so I did not make. Later in the evening, my daughter Arushi was remembering and 

appreciating the pasta she had made the previous day (she has been trying to make new things 

with online recipes as she is at home and has lot of free time). Then, abruptly I told her to make 

Besan ki Burfi.  Also, I remembered that It was Vaisakhi so it would be apt for the occasion too 

to offer to Guruji. My husband too got excited for Besan Burfi. My daughter asked me if I would 

join/help her. Though I had severe headache and did not want to get up and do anything yet to 

make it for our Pyare Guruji on Vaisakhi, I agreed to join her. 

We started making burfi following the online recipe. While making it, I had to keep stirring it (the 

roasted besan) a lot, which needed lot of efforts. Arushi offered me that she would do it, but I 

kept doing it myself. She abruptly said, Mumma, Guruji aap sey itna kaam/itni mehnat karwa kay 

aapko theek kar dengey lagta hai”. Can you, sangatji, believe that actually turned true? 

https://foodviva.com/rice-recipes/meethe-chawal/
https://foodviva.com/rice-recipes/meethe-chawal/
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We finished making it and served it to Guruji. Then my husband ate and was in awe of it. He 

loved it. After everything when I came to the drawing room to rest, my daughter asked me 

“Mumma, how is your headache? That was the time I realised that my headache was gone. Had 

she not asked me, I would have forgotten about it as I was perfectly normal. 

I am not doubting Guruji’s blessings in curing me, but I was not sure if it is worth a Satsang to 

be shared. So, I asked Guruji, “Should I share it? Please give me indication”. 

I had shared it with another sangat Sanjyoti Aunty who had appreciated the way Guruji blessed 

me and had commented on chat saying “Aunty, it is a miracle”. Just few minutes ago when I 

was waiting for Guruji’s indication, I opened my laptop to read some Satsangs, Guruji made me 

bump into ‘GurujiSatsangs.com’ and the top/first Satsang my eye see is titled ‘MIRACULOUS 

HEALING’. That was an indication enough from Guruji to share my Satsang as my heartfelt 

Shukrana to Pyare Guruji. 

SHUKRANA GURUJI                
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GURUJI REMOVES NEGATIVITY 

We lived in Dubai for about 14 years till 2017. Then in Sept 2017, my daughter got admission in 

University of Birmingham, UK. As my husband had been shuttling between UK, Dubai, and India 

for business, he used to be with us for 1/3rd of the month. We thought that at least my daughter 

and I should stay together so we made up our minds to shift permanently to UK. She came on 

student visa valid for 4 years and I came on tourist visa under which I could live in the UK for less 

than 6 months in any single visit Thus, though we shifted to the UK in 2017 and set up our home, 

I was still a tourist here. It was only in end 2017 when we applied and got my residence visa to 

live here without any 6 months limit. Till then we were keeping our Dubai rented flat too.  

When we got our UK residence visa in Dec 2017, we decided to get rid of our Dubai home and 

avoid bearing rent for 2 houses. Next opportunity was July 2018 when we planned to go to Dubai 

to spend vacation, cancel Dubai visa and wind up from there. 

In July, when we were for Dubai, our fridge was working but it used to make horrible noise like 

that of an animal. It was quite scary but by the passage of time we had got used to that. We had 

tried to figure out the cause but in vain.  

From UK we first went to India. It was Guruji’s calling as in that trip I got connected to Guruji. I 

visited Bade Mandir and had a beautiful experience which is shared in a separate satsang ’My 

first visit to Bade Mandir’.  

From India, we went to Dubai and started our winding up formalities. We cancelled our Dubai 

residence visa and vacated our home there. We were very emotional on Thursday (2nd last day in 

Dubai), having to leave such a nice place like Dubai after 14 years. I was missing Bade Mandir 

and felt like attending Guruji’s satsang. Immediately, I googled to find any sangat in Dubai. Little 

did I know that Dubai has such big, dedicated Guruparivar and they host Guruji’s satsang every 

Friday in Samana hotel. I was overjoyed to know that we could visit Guruji’s satsang the next day 

which was also officially our last day in Dubai after having lived there for 14 years. 

Next day, when we went to the Satsang, I was in tears, for which I can’t give any specific reason. 

Was it that I was leaving Dubai after 14 years or were they the tears of joy of being there at 

Guruji’s satsang on the last day or was it due to the ardaas that I was doing to Guruji (in my mind) 

that He should come with me to the UK to settle me nicely and make our stay in UK as nice as 

it had been in Dubai? 

To my pleasant surprise, Sonia Auntie gave me Guruji’s ‘Charan Kamal’ swaroop, I was glad that 

Guruji through HIS ‘Charan Kamal’ (Swaroop) would come with me and settle me in UK. 

When I reached UK, I found that our fridge was not working which disappointed me as I had left 

it working. Sorry Guruji, but honestly it made me wonder that I had got Guruji with me and such 
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an important appliance had stopped working. We went through a lot of inconvenience for about 

a week before we got a new fridge as replacement from the landlord. Of course, the new fridge 

was perfectly fine and did not make any weird noise. 

About 6 months later, my husband told me that he would be away for 3 weeks, which made me 

sad. I started telling him my woes that when he is not around, I get scared all alone (as those 

days my daughter for her internship, was living separately). Then randomly, in a very natural flow 

my mouth uttered, “Shukar hai ki woh fridge nahin hai Jisme sey darawani awaajein aatee thee 

“(Thank God that old fridge is no longer there which used to make horrible sounds and scare 

me). My God! That’s the time Guruji made me realize why fridge had stopped working when He 

came to our home through His ‘Charan Kamal’. 

Same day Guruji had made me read somewhere that when He comes to your home, He first 

removes all the negativity from your home (any taaavees by any taantrik or any other negativity 

producing device). I was so amazed and shared this Satsang not only in the next weekend 

Satsang in Birmingham but also in Dubai during my Sept (2019) visit. 

Fast Forward to Dec 2019: I wanted to read a specific satsang on FB ‘Kalyan Karo Guruji’ page 

for which Sanjyoti had Whatsapped me the link. Despite having the link Guruji made me scroll 

through ‘Kalyan Karo Guruji’ page for 35 minutes. It was clear that Guruji had some other plans 

else I could have clicked through the link. 

His divine plan was revealed when He made me read a Satsang posted by Anu Murali Aunty 

(living in India). Satsang was that she was alone at home and was hearing some scary noise from 

the kitchen. She went to check but found nothing. She came back to her room to continue 

watching/ listening to Guruji’s Satsangs, again she heard the noise. 3rd time she heard noise 

from her fridge which really petrified her. She went, checked, came back and Guruji made her 

listen an Auntie’s Satsang from Dubai (she was referring to me and the fridge Satsang shared by 

me in Dubai) where that Aunty was talking about her fridge making noise and How negativity 

was removed. Then Anu Aunty wrote “Sangatji, can you believe as soon as I heard that Auntie’s 

Satsang, my fridge started behaving properly and hardly made any noise”. 

I had goose-bumps upon reading her experience which was a satsang for both of us. I was quite 

excited and wanted to share with my sister, but it was late night in India, so I couldn’t speak to 

her. Then I chatted with Joy in UK asking her to read Anu’s satsang. Joy replied that as she was 

talking with her mother so she would read the satsang later. I thought to check with her if she 

was aware of my fridge satsang. So, I wrote to her “Ok that’s fine but before you read, I want to 

ask you if you are aware of my fridge Satsang?” Then the reply which came from her left me 

further amazed. She replied “Yes, yes di, can you believe it that right now I am talking to my 

mum about your same fridge Satsang as her water pipe had burst last year and she heard 2 
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people talking which scared her so was telling her about your fridge and negativity removal by 

Guruji”. 

Then it seems Guruji through telepathy told her not to delay and read Madhu’s Satsang. She was 

further spellbound to know that I was sharing with her Anu Auntie’s and mine fridge Satsangs 

when she was also talking about the fridge satsang to her mother. 

I mean I don’t know how Guruji does it, blessing so many people at the same time in different 

parts of the world through a common Satsang. 

Next day when it was morning in India, I thought that I would share the amazing Satsang with 

my sister. Again, Guruji bemused me when I saw my sister herself sharing with me about the 

fridge Satsang of Anu Auntie. Too much of a coincidence? No, there is no co-incidence in Guruji’s 

world. These are a chain of blessings but the way He does is unfathomable. 

Meanwhile, I got in touch with Anu Auntie and she confirmed that she, indeed was referring to 

my fridge satsang ( I don’t want to use ’my’ satsang because nothing is mine it’s all Guruji’s 

blessings but for reference I mentioned ‘my satsang’). 

If that was not enough, Guruji further amazed us when another uncle ‘Amit Dhawan’ shared his 

satsang. He was sitting and reading Guruji’s posts and satsangs. While reading one of the posts 

(I think he meant ‘Guruji’s daily grace’), he was wondering and asking Guruji if all or any of those 

posts/Satsangs have any message for readers or are they simply for a reading. Meanwhile, he 

came across my (fridge) satsang and while he was reading the line ‘my fridge used to make 

horrible noise’, he looked at his fridge which was shifted from kitchen to his bedside 3 months 

ago, and realised that his fridge too had been giving scary sound bothering/scaring him in the 

night. After reading the satsang completely, he looked at his fridge and was surprised to notice 

that his fridge stopped making that noise, suddenly. He further shared that he didn’t want to 

react too early as it could be that fridge temporarily stopped making the noise, so he waited for 

long to assure himself. When he shared his satsang, he was convinced and glad that his fridge 

was normal and had stopped making that horrible noise. He could hear the ticking of his wall 

clock which earlier he could not, as the fridge’s weird noise used to overpower that.  He as well 

as all of us were shocked and bemused to see how powerful our satsangs are!  

These chain of Satsangs conveyed a very strong message that we should share our Satsangs, 

big or small. Satsangs are blessings and ‘sharing satsang’ is a way of doing Shukrana to Guruji. 

You never know when, where and who will be blessed with your satsang. 

SHUKRANA GURUJI                 
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HOW GURUJI BLESSED MY BONDING  

WITH MY DAUGHTER. 

Today, I would like to share a very personal Satsang of mine, I feel it would be unfair to keep 

these Satsangs to myself and not share with sangat about what Guruji can bless us with, at any 

given point of time, 

My daughter Arushi is a very sweet girl, very humble, kind at heart, and is loved by everyone 

around. As my husband keeps travelling so mostly it is her and me together at home. Somehow, 

due to generation gap, we used to have arguments quite often over trivial matters which, at 

times, used to turn hostile.  

Ever since we came in to Guruji's Fold, we used to go to Satsangs together and it used to so 

happen that on the day of Satsang we used to have major fights. Most often the reason being 

that I used to insist to her to stay home on the day of the Satsang so that we could leave on time 

but she used to go for her sports or other activities and used to return just close to the scheduled 

departure time. I wanted her to properly dress up in Indian suits for the Satsang (which I never 

compelled though) and she used to just come and leave in jeans for the Satsang.  

Our fights and arguments started increasing as we started attending more and more Satsangs 

together. It seemed as if some negative energy was against us. I had heard that when you are 

on the right spiritual path, devils try to distract you. This became obvious as when we used to 

fight on the day of Satsang, my husband used to say “Is this what you learn from Satsang? There 

is no use of both of you to go for the Satsangs if this is the way you’ve to behave.” I used to feel 

so bad that fingers were being pointed at my Guruji and His Satsangs but it was becoming clearer 

day by day that devil/negative energy’s objective was to dissuade us from going for Satsangs or 

distract us from the path of spirituality.   

At 2-3 occasions, it so happened that we had back to back Satsangs on a day and that day we 

had the worst ever fight. On one such occasion, we returned from Amritvela Satsang and got 

into argument over a minor matter which then turned so hostile that we both were crying. I was 

very hurt that day not because I was offended by her but because she was crying. Of course, as 

a mother I could never see tears in her eyes.  

We were to get ready for the next Satsang (afternoon one). My husband started pushing us to 

get ready. I said, “I am not going with her, would rather go with some other sangat”. My daughter 

was adamant and did not get up either to get ready for the Satsang. My husband then started 

telling us to inform the host that we won’t be coming. In my mind, I was sure that I must go for 

the Satsang, but I wanted her to come and apologise. 
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I sat in front of Guruji’s Swaroop and started talking like this, “Guruji, what is this? Are you not 

seeing what is happening? Is this what you want? I know It is all being done by Kaal/devil and 

we are supposed to defeat him but then you are supposed to be more powerful than the devil. 

Aren’t you? Then why are you letting this happen? Guruji, if this is being done by devil and if you 

are seeing this and if you are the most powerful, then you must help us and stop this. You must 

come to our rescue. You CAN NOT let this happen to your sangat”. With tears in my eyes I kept 

repeating “No Guruji, No Guruji, you can’t let this happen”.  

After a while, I thought of giving it a try to patch up with my daughter though I was sure that it 

will be futile as she was quite hurt with my verbal abuse (in my fit of anger). I called her on her 

phone (thinking that she wouldn’t respond) but she answered my call. Then I went on like this 

“Arushi, listen to me carefully. You know that devil plays and is very active when go for the 

Satsangs. If you want to defeat the devil and if you want to raise the name of our Guruji, then 

please accept my apology and get up for the Satsang, Is that OK?”. To my utter surprise, she 

said “Yes, Ok”. Wow! I was gobsmacked and it took me not more than a second to realise that 

our Guruji has proved Himself. I did Shukrana to Guruji and we got ready for the Satsang. My 

husband was surprised as well to see how quickly we patched up after such major fight. 

The best part is that since that day, we have never fought again. Guruji had blessed us and 

strengthened our binding for ever. Thank you, thank you dearest Guruji. 

SHUKRANA GURUJI                
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Na Chorna mera haath Guruji 

Mere Pyare Pyare Guruji, na chorna mera haath 

Kya karu main aisa, ki paau tumhara saath 

Mere Pyare Pyare Guruji, na chorna mera haath 

 

Maalik rabb ma piyo, tumhee mere naath 

Mere Pyare Pyare Guruji, na chorna mera haath 

 

Bless karo hamein Guruji, rakh kay sar pur apnaa haath 

Apnaa kay mujhe Guruji Sawaaro mera kal aur aaj 

Mere Pyare Guruji, na chorna mera haath 

 

Mera Jeevan samjho paudha, ban jao iski khaad 

Bas jao is manmay, rahey yeh paak aur saad 

 

Dhanya hui mai paakay, aapka pyar aur laad 

Birthday, Karwachauth, vacation sab mein karaya aapnay raaj 

Ang sang rehkay mere, sawaray saaray kaaj 

Mere Pyare Guruji, na chorna mera haath 

 

Naya janam hua jaisay, aapko paanay ke baad 

Bhakti yuhi bani rahay, karu har pal tumko yaad 

Mere Pyare Guruji, na chorna mera haath 

Kya karu main aisa, ki paao tumhara saath 
 

Composed by: Guruji’s sewadaar Madhu Madan 
                 (All the glory goes to Him) 
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GURUJI’S CHARAN KAMAL SWAROOP 

With Guruji’s grace, my uncle and I get to do sewa of getting Guruji’s Swaroop, His charan kamal, 

or at times car Swaroops from Bade Mandir and giving to sangat here in the UK. We feel humbled 

and blessed to do this sewa.  

Last year, after giving Guruji’s 

charan kamal to many sangats, I 

was left with 2-3 which too were 

being given to sangats. Once a 

sangat had requested for Guruji’s 

charan kamal and I had promised 

her to give in the next Satsang. 

Next weekend when I had to go 

for the Satsang, I took out Guruji’s 

charan kamal Swaroop for her and 

noticed that was the last one. 

Though I feel happy to give/share 

Guruji’s Swaroops with sangats 

yet when it was the last one, I felt 

a bit sad and told in my mind to 

Guruji “Oh Guruji! this last one is 

going off today”. Then I started 

getting ready for the Satsang. As I 

was ready and waiting for uncle to 

pick us up, I thought of reading a 

Satsang or 2 till the time uncle 

comes. As I picked up and opened 

the ‘Light of Divinity’ book to read, 

I told Guruji to decide for me which 

Satsang should be read by me and accordingly make me open that page. With that in mind, I 

closed my eyes, said, “Jai Guru Ji” and opened. What I saw blew me off out of wonder. It was 

the bookmark which was Guruji’s charan kamal. It seems that Guruji listens to all our thoughts.  

I was a bit sad a while ago while taking the last charan kamal for a sangat and how Guruji blessed 

me with one more charan kamal Swaroop through this bookmark. This again proves that our 

Guruji is so sweet and loving.                                                                      

SHUKRANA GURUJI                     
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HOW GURUJI REPLIES INSTANTLY 

Once I was sitting with Guruji (His 

Swaroop) and chit-chatting doing 

‘Shukrana’ for all His blessings 

and reliving the memories of all 

the beautiful Satsangs He has 

been blessing me with.  

In one of those moments, I looked 

at Guruji’s Swaroop and started 

talking like this “Arrey Guruji, zara 

hus toh doh, please smile”. Then 

with my thumb, I was touching 

Guruji’s lower lip in His Swaroop 

(trying to make Him laugh just like 

we do to small kids) and was 

singing “Guruji zaraa hus dey tu, 

has dey tu, husdey zaraa, Guruji 

zaraa hus dey tu, husdey tu , 

husdey zaraa (based on old Hindi 

movie song “Gori zaraa husdey tu 

husdey tu husdey zaraa).  

After our chit chat, I opened my 

laptop to read some Satsang and 

what came in front of me blew me 

off out of surprise. This swaroop 

of Guruji where He, with His 

thumb, is pulling down His lower 

lip.  

Isn’t this so beautiful? It cannot be a mere co-incidence. I had never seen this picture/Swaroop 

of Guruji earlier. This just goes to show that Guruji does not disappoint us even in our little desires. 

SHUKRANA GURUJI                 
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GURUJI ACKNOWLEDGES HIS SEWADAAR’S SHRADHA 

Once I was making rotis for the langar sewa before going to the Satsang. I wanted to do the 

sewa in the best possible manner, in the sense that wanted rotis to be round and soft. Few rotis 

were not round which disappointed me. Then, I told Guruji not to look at the shape of rotis but 

look at my shradha. I started asking Guruji in my mind, “Guruji, aapko meri shradha dikhtee hai? 

Bolo aapko meri shradha dikhtee hai?” (Guruji, do you see my shradha/feelings?) 

Later when I was on my way to Satsang, I messaged to a sangat uncle asking him about the 

sangat count for the next day Satsang at his place, so that I could plan my sewa accordingly. 

While replying with the sangat count, he messaged me “By the way Madhu, my wife wants that 

Guruji should be offered bhog by you because she likes the SHRADHA with which you do it”. I 

felt so blessed and amazed at Guruji’s ways of giving instant reply. Earlier while making rotis 

when rotis turned out of shape, I was asking Guruji if He sees my shradha and how He answered.  

SHUKRANA GURUJI                
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GURUJI’S BLESSING-ANIMATION IN THE PRESENTATION 

Once I was told to give presentation in the meeting scheduled 1 month later. Though I was given 

a month’s time, yet I couldn’t prepare well as I was awfully occupied all throughout till that 

meeting.  

3 days before the meeting, I told Guruji to please help me for the presentation, as I was going 

crazy with the workload and deadlines looming on my head. 

I spent minimal time to gather content from few sources, took some images/flow charts from 

here and there, put them in the slides without paying any attention to the format and look of the 

presentation. I could see that few slides were in our corporate layout while others were not. I 

told Guruji “I am finalising it, you please take care”. I sent it to my boss so that he could play it 

on his laptop while I would be presenting/speaking on the day. 

On the day of presentation, while leaving home, I 

told Guruji “chalo mere saath, presentation toh aap 

hi dogey”. Before the presentation, I did mantra 

jaap in my head and prayed to Guruji to not let 

people make fun of me as I knew that presentation 

was made so informal. I had thought of telling 

audiences beforehand that I believed in ‘Agility 

over Perfection’ so not to mind the look of the 

presentation, but I forgot to say that (rather Guruji 

did not let me say). 

I could not believe myself for the flow and 

confidence that I suddenly got when I started 

presenting. Everyone was amazed with the 

contents and the best part was when animation 

appeared on a slide where I had inserted just a 

simple flow chart. All were appreciating the 

animated display which bemused me as well. For 

a minute, it appeared like in ‘Ramayan’ kind of 

serials, they show a chakra moving when any God 

(lifts His Hand with palm facing outward) blesses 

someone. Guruji again came to my rescue and blessed me so nicely.  

SHUKRANA GURUJI                 
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GURUJI’S BLESSING BEFORE BUYING CAR 

In April 2019, when my daughter Arushi’s birthday was approaching, I thought of gifting her a 

car. I left it to her to select the car and let me know so that I could arrange the payment. My 

husband) was in India at that time. 

She started researching online and consulting her friends. As she was a new driver (no prior 

driving history even back home in India), and a young student, buying a used car was a better 

option from insurance point of view. Thus, it was decided to look for a used car.  

She had learnt manual driving but was advised by her friends that automatic is easier to drive and 

easily manageable, so she had made up her mind to go for the automatic car. She went with her 

friends to various showrooms looking for the used, good condition car. 

On Thursday evening she informed me that they have finalised a car which is the best deal 

according to them. She wanted me to come along with her to the showroom, the next day, to 

do the last bargain and see the white, automatic car they had liked. I kept telling her whatever 

her choice was, fine by me and that I would do the payment and she could buy the car of her 

choice. But she was adamant to show me and take my consent.  Thus, we agreed that next day 

(Friday) I would leave my office early to be able to go with her for the car purchase. 

On Friday, I happened to consult my colleague. He believed that having learnt manual driving, 

she should first go for a manual car. I agreed with him and informed Arushi over the phone. She 

discussed with her friends, further explored, and concluded that she was open to buying a manual 

one. 

I reached home earlier and was waiting for her (& her friends) to come and pick me up to go to 

the showroom. While waiting, I thought of listening to online satsangs. I could listen to only one 

Satsang before leaving.  

The satsang which Guruji made me hear was about the car purchase. The couple went to buy a 

car and were happy to see number 7 in their car registration. I was so surprised as before that 

day, I had never heard any satsang regarding car purchase. I could not believe that I had clicked 

on a random Satsang and that there was a mention of car purchase. It seemed too much of a 

coincidence that in next few minutes I was going to purchase a car and here I was, listening to 

satsang about the same subject. I took that as Guruji’s message to look for number 7 in the 

number plate. 
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When we reached the showroom, Arushi showed me the car she had selected.  I had gone with 

the mindset to simply say ‘Yes’ to her choice. But after listening to the satsang, I was keen to 

buy a car with 7 in the number plate.  

Anyways, we sat in the car (she had liked) for the test drive. Arushi (& her friends) had already 

taken the test drive but this time when they were with me in the car, they all felt a bit of noise 

during gear change, which was conveyed as ‘Not a big issue, can be fixed’ by the salesman.  

Upon reaching the showroom after the test drive, while they were chit-chatting, I started going 

around the showroom looking at the number plates only (not at all at the cars) to find any car with 

number 7 in the number plate. I was wondering myself how I was looking down only at the 

number plates. Soon, I found a car with 7 in the number and when looked up at the car, saw that 

it was of blue colour.  

I knew that my daughter likes sober colours like black or white or lighter tones and she would 

not even consider this. In my mind, I was hoping that the car specifications would be acceptable, 

and I could convince her for the colour. I called them and showed them the blue car (with 7 in 

the number). To my surprise, Arushi said, “Mom, it is a nice colour”. We then went for its test 

drive and found it quite good (better than the earlier one). Also, this was a manual car which was 

now her preference anyways. All in all, this was a much better choice.  

We, then, thought of taking consent from my husband, who was in India. We sent him the picture 

and specifications of the car. He told us to give him some time so that he could discuss with his 

friend (who works in car industry) and take his opinion.  

We received a car picture from him as the car recommended by his subject expert friend.  We 

were shocked to find out that the picture was of the same car which we were talking about (Blue, 

manual, 7 in the number).  Was it a mere co-incidence? Or Guruji’s confirmation? 

We drew his attention to the fact that his friend sent the picture of the same car which we were 

considering. His friend might have looked for the best deals online and probably, came across 

few out of which this was his choice too. His choice happened to be the same car, which was 

again a surprise. Anyways, it was sure by then that the car was good to go. We did the formalities 

and bought the car. 

As the car was Guruji’s blessing, we ensured to have Him (His big swaroop) in the car during the 

first drive itself from showroom to home. We even secured Guruji’s big Swarup with the seat 

belt. Have a look at the picture on next page how cutely Guruji was sitting in the car.  

SHUKRANA GURUJI                 
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GURUJI, OUR FATHER AND OUR PROTECTOR.  

With Guruji’s grace, His first Satsang at our place was scheduled for 3rd March 2019. I needed 

Guruji’s big Swaroop for our Satsang. I requested Bade Mandir’s sewadaar for the same and he 

agreed to give it to my husband Pawan during his visit to India. 

Pawan went to India in Feb and was supposed to return to the UK by 23rd Feb. We thought of 

exorbitant framing price here and that we might not get enough time to get it laminated/ framed 

here, so decided to get that framed from India.  

Praveen uncle called Pawan on a specific date to take Swaroop from him but couldn’t give that 

day. Pawan was called on another day and then again due to some reason, he could not get the 

Swaroop. This happened 2-3 times as Bade Mandir sewadaars were busy with annual Satsang 

at Gurgaon and few other engagements. I got a bit worried so called up Praveen uncle. He was 

kind enough to understand my plight and desire to have Guruji’s Swaroop for our first Satsang. It 

was Wednesday (late evening) and my uncle’s return flight was on Friday afternoon. Praveen 

uncle told me to send Pawan uncle to him on Thursday evening. I expressed my fear that my 

uncle would not be willing to spare time to go to Bade Mandir on Thursday knowing that his 

departure was scheduled for Friday. I started asking Praveen uncle if he could somehow get the 

Swaroop delivered to my husband in Gurgaon. Then he told me not to worry and give Pawan’s 

number to him and leave it to him to convince and call Pawan uncle. He was very sure that Guruji 

will call Pawan uncle and that I would get the Swaroop.  

Guruji called Pawan to Bade Mandir on Thursday and finally blessed him/us with His Swaroop. 

With all the delay in getting the Swaroop, my uncle didn’t have enough time to get that laminated 

and framed. I insisted him to request the photo studio for urgency. He gave the Swaroop for 

lamination and framing to the studio, on urgent basis to get back in few hours. When he went to 

the studio, they had done glass filming (rather than the usual plastic lamination) because glass 

was quicker to do than the plastic lamination. 

On Friday, Pawan left for Dubai, where he had to do the winding up (including vacating their 

warehouse). Most of Pawan’s company workers’ visa were cancelled and were sent back to 

India. It was my uncle and 1 worker who were doing everything to vacate the warehouse.  

As there was shortage of manpower so my uncle didn’t mind getting on the forklift to reach the 

high-level pallets. While he was at the edge of forklift at very high level, he suddenly fell. There 

was a very loud thud, drawing attention of the worker and neighbours. They rushed and saw him 

lying on the floor. They all thought that Pawan would need to be taken to the hospital as he fell 

from that height but to everyone’s surprise, he was conscious and just a bit injured (just a scratch 
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on his arm). They all wondered and told him that 

some divine power or whoever he worshipped had 

saved him. It was quite evident that Guruji saved 

him.   

When he left Dubai, boarded the flight for the UK, 

he was not allowed to hand carry Guruji’s big 

Swaroop. I think Guruji didn’t want him to carry 

load as he had injured arm, otherwise it is seen 

many times that Guruji makes it possible for His 

swaroops to be hand carried (there are so many 

Satsangs that when sangat carries His Swaroop, 

they are not only cleared through by security but 

they also find the next seat vacant). Anyways, the 

Swaroop was shrink-wrapped securely and 

checked in along with the check-in luggage.  

Pawan reached home and showed us his injured 

(scratched) arm (shown in the pic here). We did 

Shukrana to Guruji that He saved him. To our 

surprise, when he opened the shrink-wrap of the 

Swaroop, we found that the glass frame was 

totally broken in pieces. I, then, remembered 

reading that if Guruji’s Swaroop is lost or broken 

means He has taken His sangat’s kasht/trouble on 

Himself. It was so true as Guruji had saved Pawan 

despite his serious fall from the height.  

Thank you Guruji for watching over us. I feel His 

protective shield 24/7 over me and my family. 

SHUKRANA GURUJI                
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GURUJI BLESSES MY BUS-PASS 

I use my monthly bus-pass to commute to work by changing 2 buses one way. As per the Direct 

Debit set up, the bus company debits my account on 5th of every month. When I go on vacation, 

I inform the bus company to suspend my bus-pass temporarily so that they don’t charge me but 

according to the policy, they can suspend for minimum 1 month and that too according to the 

payment cycle. This means even if I am away for 3 weeks and won’t be using the bus for 3 

weeks, my pass would be suspended for a month. 

Flashback to 27th Sep 2019 (Friday): After vacation, I had returned from India and had to join my 

work on 30th Sep (Monday). As my bus-pass was suspended till 4th Oct (as per the minimum 

suspension policy and the payment cycle), I was supposed to buy weekly or daily travel card/pass 

but I forgot to buy one, before leaving home on 30th Sep. Even my mobile data was not enough 

to buy through mobile app. 

According to the strict bus-pass suspension policy, my bus-pass was inactive/suspended till 5th 

Oct. While I was about to reach the bus stop, I remembered that my pass was suspended, and 

I didn’t have any travel pass. The only option was to buy from the bus drive. I didn’t want to do 

that as that’s costlier than buying online or from the mobile app. 

I requested to Guruji in my mind “Guruji, please help, I am getting late, don’t want to buy from 

the driver”. Guruji put a thought in my mind that I should try the bus pass by swiping on the 

machine. I got into the bus and swiped the pass with least hopes as it was impossible that it 

could work during suspension period. To my utter surprise, it worked. I was happy but thought it 

could be just a one- time luck and that for the next bus I must buy the pass. Again, I thought of 

trying in the 2nd bus and it worked there too.  

I reached office and was thinking if I should buy the weekly pass but Guruji kept me away from 

buying. In the evening I was sure that it won’t work as I couldn’t be lucky 3rd time but with Guruji’s 

grace, it worked. My bus-pass worked every day during the suspension period. Precisely, it 

worked in 20 buses (4 buses/day). 

I came home and checked my inbox to read the suspension confirmation email from the bus-

pass. It was confirmed through various means that the pass was suspended for that duration and 

there was no way that it could have worked but Guruji made it possible. 

Till date, I don’t know how that worked when it didn’t work the previous year during suspension 

period. Before going on vacation, I had even tried requesting the bus company many times asking 

them to suspend it for 3 weeks only (my vacation period) or support me for 1 week when I come 

back, but in vain. They are very strict.  
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It is important to mention here that few months ago when I got my new handbag, I was trying 

to put this pass in the same small pocket where I had kept Guruji’s small Swaroop. Then I thought 

I should not put anything else with His Swaroop but remembered Guruji’s vachan ‘no vehems’. 

So, I kept the pass in the same pocket telling myself that Guruji might bless the bus-pass. To 

that, I was found replying to myself that how can Guruji bless the bus-pass? What way can He 

bless the pass when it is all so systematic that my account is debited monthly which keeps the 

pass active, what is there for Guruji to bless? Sorry Guruji but that’s how I thought, silly me! 

Guruji proved how He can bless anything in magical/divine ways beyond our imagination. He 

indeed blessed my pass which was always kept in my bag in the same pocket where Guruji’s 

Swaroop was. 

Although I was sure that it was Guruji’s blessing that made the pass work during suspension 

period, yet I had the doubt in mind. So, I started asking Guruji in my mind “Guruji please tell me 

is it you who had blessed the pass?  or did it work accidently”? 

When I got down at the stop, I went into a store to buy something. We use our daughter’s 

student card to get 10% discount in this store. That card expired while we were away on vacation 

and I had thought of renewing it after return from vacation. So far, I had not renewed it. I tried it 

after doing my shopping and It didn’t work as expected. I wasn’t surprised at all.  

I came out of the store and it seems Guruji, through telepathy, was telling me “See, this expired 

card didn’t work because it was not blessed by me. Now you know that your bus-pass worked 

because it was blessed by me?” Guruji also answers our deep-seated queries and can read our 

thoughts. 

SHUKRANA GURUJI                
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GURUJI -AN INSPIRATION THROUGHOUT THIS BOOK 

As I reach the conclusion of this book, I am getting an urge to share few of the beautiful 

experiences, I had during the process of making this book. Guruji has been an inspiration and 

guide throughout. 

After getting Guruji’s hukum to compile my Satsangs, I had been thinking that proper ‘hard cover 

book’ publishing needs a lot of resources and professionalism (in book writing) which I don’t have 

so how would this book happen. Would it ever happen? I had been requesting Guruji to show 

me the way. 

At the end of March when the lockdown had started, I felt that the time is just right to make and 

release the book but again lacked confidence. I did ardaas to Guruji to guide me. Next morning 

on 29th March, I got Neeti Aunty’s message with Dimple Rupani ‘s pdf book. A thought struck 

me to consider pdf book which could be managed. That was as if Guruji was guiding me. I was 

giving it deliberate consideration that soon another pdf book by Aarti Kapur Aunty was released. 

Then Neeti Aunty asked me “Why don’t you too make a pdf book as you have so many 

Satsangs?”. They were strong messages from Guruji, giving me confidence. 

I, then asked Guruji for the date to release the book. Thought came to pick all the things 

associated with Guruji. I wanted number 7, Guruji’s day ‘Monday’ or ‘Thursday’ and if there could 

be an auspicious day. Looked for the next Puranmashi/Purnima and was elated to know that it 

would fall on 7th May, Thursday. Couldn’t get a better day. Thanked Guruji for guiding me.  

To start, I had to pick the best font for text. Started scrolling through the font list to find a font 

relatable to Guruji. I was wondering what I was doing as if there would be a font called ‘Guruji’. 

Little did I know that Guruji had His plan. Guruji is known as ‘Divine Light’/ Universal Light/Light 

of Divinity, He is the creator of universe. Guess what? I got a font called ‘Univers Light’ for the 

book.  

Though cover page (swaroop) was already indicated by Guruji (to a sangat aunty) so it was 

decided but I had a very low-resolution picture of that Swaroop. I spent more than an hour looking 

online for a better-quality picture, but in vain. Looked at Guruji to please help. Arushi gave an idea 

to search by uploading the image. Among results, got an Instagram post by Sanjeev Monga uncle 

with this Swaroop posted on his account. I connected with him on WhatsApp and asked if he 

had a better quality Swaroop of the same image. He was wondering how I got his number, but I 

had got from his Instagram account which he was unaware of (it seems). He was so generous 

in sharing his Google Drive, which is a treasure, full of Guruji’s swaroops, shabads and Satsangs. 

I got high quality Swaroop for the cover page from him and happened to read his own satsang. I 

was glad to know that he is the uncle whose satsang was read by me many times. He had driven 

45km from Ghaziabad to Bade Mandir at 3 am on 7th July to be the first one to wish Guruji on His 

birthday. Kudos to him. May Guruji bless him immensely. 
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While I was strongly feeling Guruji’s presence all throughout, I started asking my regular question 

to Guruji “I was neither Sai baba follower nor Lord Shiva’s nor Guru Nanak Devji’s then how 

come you took me in your refuge? All my life I had worshipped Mata Rani and Hanuman ji”. After 

coming in Guruji’s sharan I had kept the Hanuman Chalisa inside a bag in the puja room. 

Next day we had Hanuman Chalisa path organised (on Zoom) by a sangat. Each of the 15 

participants were to read the Hanuman chalisa once. When I was doing mantra jaap earlier, Guruji 

made me open the bag to take out Hanuman Chalisa. Anyways, I had to take it out to read from 

it during the path session on zoom. Just before the commencement of path, I looked at Guruji 

and told Him that I was Hanuman devotee before I came in His sharan, but now nothing other 

than Guruji pleases me/my soul.  

When I read through the chalisa and reached the last page, I was speechless to find ‘Shiv Stuti’ 

at the end, which I had been reading along with Hanuman Chalisa for more than 20 years. 

Unknowingly, I had been doing ‘Shiv Stuti’ for more than 2 decades.  It felt as if Guruji gave me 

a long pending answer that what /who brought me to Him.  

Another experience/satsang: Yesterday I was so tired after work and was yawning as soon as I 

finished work. I had to write down the last 3 but big Satsangs and proof-reading etc. I requested 

Guruji to give me courage to be awake and work on this book as the released date is 2 days 

away. Guruji blessed me and I don’t know what happened that I was wide awake and was writing 

till 1.30 am, then stayed awake to do proof reading till 3 AM, did Amritvela and slept at 3.30. 

Earlier I disliked proof-reading, found it very boring but with Guruji’s grace, I have started liking it 

and have picked up my editing speed. Guruji has taught and blessed me so much during this 

whole journey. 

Guruji has been the inspiration all the way to write this book. 

Yes, God is Guruji and Guruji is God. I do not know how to thank Him for everything. I just 

remember HIM all the time and have complete faith in HIM. I am trying to be on the right path 

guided by HIM. Every time I pray, I ask for His forgiveness if ever I did or do anything which is 

against His teachings. I do not want anything else but just a guarantee that Guruji would never 

leave me and would always keep me under HIS refuge. 

Forever indebted to HIM, 

Love u loads Guruji, 

Jai Guruji 

SHUKRANA GURUJI                
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